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2008 2009 2010

competition

Statement of objections and Fines

Number of formal investigations under competition law 22 24 19 (+1)

Number of formal investigations resulting in a Statement of Objections (establishing a reasonable suspicion that  
the Competition Act was violated)

11 15 11

Number of investigations completed by means of an alternative instrument 1 3 2 3 (+1)

Number of investigations in which the formal investigation was suspended due to insuficient evidence 8 7 5

Number of cases in which a ine and/or an order for periodic penalty payments was imposed 6 12 12

Total amount of ines in competition cases (x 1 million) 9.0 4.5 137.1

Number of ines on de facto executives 8

complaints and informal opinions

Complaints settled in relation to violations of the Competition Act 29 24 17

Informal opinions 1 1 1

concentrations

Proceeds of notiications and licences (x 1 million) 1.9 1.2 1.3

Notiications of mergers. acquisitions and joint ventures (concentrations) 129 90 83

Concentration notiications that did not need to have been notiied 1

Withdrawn notiications 8 7 4

Exemption from the waiting period 2 6 0

Decisions on notiications of concentrations 121 82 83

License required for concentration 4 1 7

License applications 3 4 4

License applications withdrawn - 1 1

Decisions on license applications 2 2 3

transport

railway act

Number of investigations by Ofice of Transport Regulation 2 4 2

Number of formal investigations resulting in a Statement of Objections - - -

Number of investigations completed by means of an alternative instrument 2 3 -

Number of cases in which no violation was established - 1 -

Number of completed sanctions cases 4 - -

Total amount of ines in transport cases (x 1 million) 1.7 - -

Number of completed complaints related to the Railway Act 7 3 -

Number of advisory opinions to Ministry of Transport - 4 5

aviation act

Number of requests for tariff assessment resulting in a decision - 2 -

Approval decision on cost allocation system 1 1 3

pilotage act

Decisions Pilotage Act 5 3 1

passenger transport act

Completed cases involving local transport companies 4 6 -

Number of cases resulting in a court ruling - - -

Number of advisory opinions to Ministry of Transport - 2 1

energy

Proceeds of contribution scheme energy  (x 1 million) 2.7 2.9 3.1

Method decisions 8 - 4

Implementation decisions 103 69 116

Enforcement decisions 8 11 3

Advisory opinions to the Minister of Economic Affairs 16 21 9

Dispute resolution 46 30 26

Number of energy cases in which a ine and/or an order subject to periodic penalty payments was imposed 5 9 1

Total amount of ines in energy cases (x 1 million) 1.6 0.8 0.2

administrative appeals

Completed administrative appeals in competition cases 73 18 12

Completed administrative appeals in energy cases 2 72 42 118

Completed administrative appeals in transport cases 8 1 1

appeals

Judicial appeals completed by the District Court of Rotterdam against decisions in relation to competition 3 61 45 12

Judicial appeals completed by the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal against decisions in relation to competition 4 9 8 36

Judicial appeals completed by the District Court of Rotterdam against decisions in relation to energy 22 39 55

Judicial appeals completed by the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal against decisions in relation to energy - - -

Judicial appeals completed by the District Court of Rotterdam against decisions in relation to transport 2 6 6

Judicial appeals completed by the Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal against decisions in relation to transport 2 9 1

outcome

3-year rolling average (x 1 million) 378 259 284

Budget and personnel

Total budget granted (x 1 million) 44.9 49.4 45.9

Number of staff on December 31st 399 438 433

Ratio men/women 51 %/49 % 51 %/49 % 52 %/48 %

Average age of staff 37 37 38

Key Figures NMa 2010

1 ( ) = launched as administrative investigation, completed by means of an alternative instrument

2 Including a group of 39 long-term cases

3 Including 6 construction industry cases

4 including 19 construction industry cases

5 2009 price level
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It’s the result that really counts

201
What is ‘result’ 
anyway?



 
the year 2010 

‘It’s the result that really counts’. Critical citizens are completely within their rights to expect 

 government to deliver results, ones that should beneit society at large. But what exactly are  

these ‘results’? To an organization such as the NMa, whose mission is ‘making markets work,’  

it is a fundamental question. Merely citing igures, such as 1284 million in economic beneits  

or 1137 million in ines, would be a narrow view of what results are actually about. In the eyes  

of the NMa, what really counts are results such as substantial improvements in market structures  

or in the way businesses and consumers act.

The NMa has always taken the approach of optimal compliance rather than one of maximum 

enforcement. By gaining a comprehensive understanding of a particular market, the NMa is able  

to pick the right instrument from a broad range of instruments (insofar as the law permits) that  

will contribute the most towards achieving the result that a particular market needs. 2010 has been  

a year in which many different instruments and powers were used. In the energy and transport 

industries, instruments such as dispute settlement, method decisions, tariff decisions and enforce-

ment decisions have a major impact. In merger control, license requirements and remedies prevent 

market participants from becoming too powerful. And with regard to competition oversight, we saw 

in 2010, on the one hand, initiatives of reaching out and seeking dialogue, for example, the efforts 

that were made to arrive at an industrywide approach in the home care industry. Yet on the other 

hand, we also witnessed irm actions being taken against undertakings and their executives. 

Furthermore, the NMa more than ever reaped the beneits of cooperation, not just cooperation 

within the organization between the general competition oversight and industry-speciic oversight 

departments, but also with other authorities and regulators, both domestic and abroad. 

It’s the result that 
really counts.

It’s the result that really counts

2010tHe BoarD
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accountability

competition

In 2010, the NMa imposed ines on 33 undertakings, totaling more than 1137 million, for viola-

tions of the Dutch Competition Act and energy laws. The number of cases in which ines were 

imposed (12) is the same as in 2009, but the total amount of the ines has increased exponentially 

(15.3 million in 2009). This discrepancy is explained by the nature of the cases that the NMa 

handles every year, which differs every year, just like the turnovers of the undertakings involved, 

which determine the level of the ines. The number of reports with a suspicion of a violation (11) 

decreased in 2010, just like the number of cases that were suspended due to a lack of evidence (5). 

In early 2011, the NMa was working on twenty antitrust investigations. Sanctions in these cases 

are not always imposed in the same year, if imposed at all. 

In 2010, the NMa was notiied of 83 concentrations. Out of those 83, four notiications were  

withdrawn in the phase in which the NMa assesses whether a merger can be granted a license. 

The NMa issued decisions in 83 concentration cases, and in seven of them concluded that the 

undertakings needed to apply for a license. Three concentrations in the notiication phase were 

completed after the original plans had been modiied, and one concentration in the licensing 

phase. In all of these situations, parties made changes to their original plans, thereby taking away 

the competition concerns the NMa had raised.

regulation

In 2010, the NMa issued 132 decisions relating to the energy market (method decisions, imple-

mentation decisions and enforcement decisions) and gave advice to the Minister of Economic 

Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation in nine cases. In addition, 26 disputes were settled. In early 

2011, the NMa was working on two investigations, launched under the Dutch Railway Act. The 

NMa in 2010 gave advice to the Minister of Transport, Public Works and Water Management 

(nowadays the Minister of Infrastructure and the Environment) on six occasions in various cases 

relating to the transport market. 

The NMa in 2010 also handled 130 objections (relating to all industries). More key igures on  

the NMa can be found on the inside front cover.

outcome

The outcome of the NMa’s actions for Dutch society is estimated at 1284 million. This is a 

conservative estimate of the irst-year effect of decisions taken in 2008, 2009 and 2010.  

The outcome is thus six times the NMa’s budget (145.9 million in 2010). The NMa’s outcome  

is determined using a method that was explained in the 2008 Annual Report. This method  

determines in a consistent manner the direct effects of the NMa’s actions in connection with  

its tasks of competition oversight and regulation of the energy and transport markets. The  

calculation method can also take into account future effects that NMa decisions have, insofar 

such effects can be quantiied. Following on the evaluation of the NMa as an Autonomous 

Administrative Authority (AAA) (see below), a working paper on outcome calculations has been 

published, which can be found on the NMa’s website. In addition, the NMa is currently looking 

into options to have the results veriied by a third party. 
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evaluation of the nMa’s work

In 2010, the NMa’s work was evaluated. According to the evaluation, the NMa is a learning and 

innovative organization, scoring positively on almost all aspects under evaluation (aspects with 

regard to eficiency and effectiveness). The NMa was thus in an excellent position to have markets 

work better. More information about the evaluation can be found on page 12. 

the nMa: a dynamic organization

In 2008, the new Competition Department was created, followed by the creation of the Ofice of 

Energy and Transport Regulation in 2009. In 2010, several service departments were combined 

into the new Corporate Services Department. Another major change will take place in 2011 as  

the NMa will welcome a new chairman of the Board. Meanwhile, options are being explored for 

integrating the Dutch Independent Post and Telecommunications Authority (OPTA), the Dutch 

Consumer Authority (CA) and the NMa. More information on this integration process can be 

found in the special section on cooperation, later in this annual report. 

the 2010 annual report

This year’s theme for the annual report is cooperation. In each chapter, short articles discuss all 

kinds of cooperation and this year’s special section looks at cooperation in more detail, covering 

both national and international cooperation, but also consultations the NMa has with industries, 

and the possible integration of OPTA, CA and NMa. The special section will be opened by an 

opinion article, written by Annetje Ottow, Ph.D., professor of Public Economic Law at the Europa 

Institute of Utrecht University, and an associate member of the board of OPTA. 

Design

The design of this year’s annual report is quite special. We have incorporated drawings made by 

famous Dutch cartoonist Peter van Straaten, illustrating the theme of cooperation. We speciically 

approached him because of his light-hearted style. Not that the NMa is nonchalant about over-

sight, but we speciically wanted his style because organizations change when they start working 

together. Cooperation has the effect of enabling everybody to look at their work from an entirely 

different angle, which is invaluable and something that can be achieved through humor as well.

our ambition

In 2011, the NMa will once again make every effort to reap the beneits of cooperation, and to 

continue to be a learning and innovative organization, able to make markets work better on all 

levels. That is a signiicant contribution to strengthening the Dutch economy, now and in the future. 

Pieter Kalbleisch

Chairman of the Board of the NMa

The Hague, 19 April, 2011
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This section gives an outline of several important aspects of the NMa’s perfor-

mance, which are related to its actions in various industries, which will be explained 

in more detail in the following chapters. 



   In 2010, the courts and the Dutch Trade and Industry 

  Appeals Tribunal (CBb) ruled in the NMa’s favor 

  in 90 per cent of the rulings.

Lead times

The NMa continues to pay close attention to the lead times of its core processes, in part  

because of the previously mentioned evaluation of the NMa as AAA, for example, by including 

them in the regular meetings between the Board and directors. For the sake of transparency,  

the NMa has included in this annual report information on its internal targets regarding several 

core processes, and to what degree these have been achieved. More detailed information and 

explanations can be found in the annex on page 72. 

In 2010, the NMa performed better in terms of suspending antitrust investigations before it  

was too late, or completing them and delivering an enforcement product, such as a report.  

The NMa reached its internal lead-time targets in respectively 64% and 78% of all cases.  

With regard to sanction procedures, the NMa only managed to meet its internal target in 58%  

of all cases. The reason being that the NMa completed a sizable number of big cases in 2010. 

Several cases had an international component that involved a considerable amount of consul-

tation. In the home care cases, for example, an alternative course was explored irst, but, in the 

end, it did come down to sanctions. Furthermore, targets with regard to objections (antitrust  

and energy) have not always been achieved, often due to conlicts with other procedures inside  

or outside the NMa and because of involvement of non-Dutch parties in some cases (transla - 

tions were therefore often necessary). In addition, the NMa completed in 2010 many old cases.  

In concentration cases, which have statutory limits on lead times, the NMa managed to meet  

the standard lead times. With regard to requests related to the Dutch Act on Public Access  

to Government Information (Wob), too, which also have statutory limits, lead times were met  

in 82% of all cases, which is well above the internal target of 75%. 
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complaints about the nMa

In 2010, the NMa Complaints Oficer received three substantive complaints about the way the 

NMa had acted. One of these complaints involved alleged intimidating behavior towards a certain 

industry. Having consulted with the complainant and having explained what had happened, the 

complainant withdrew his complaint. The second complaint was about the way the NMa handled 

a merger license application. The Board dismissed the complaint. The third and inal complaint 

concerned asking repeatedly for information that had already been given. It turned out that this 

was due to procedural inatttentiveness on the NMa’s part. The complainant was thus right to ile 

a complaint and received a notice thereof. 

Day-care organization Impuls iled a complaint with the National Ombudsman of the Netherlands 

about, among other things, the way the NMa handled its request for information in 2006, iled 

with the NMa Information and Tip-Off Line. The National Ombudsman is of the opinion that the 

NMa violated the principle of fair play, which states that government bodies should offer citizens 

the opportunity to exercise their legal rights.

In 2006, Impuls contacted the NMa Information and Tip-Off Line, because it wanted to know if 

certain collaborations it participated in passed antitrust muster. However, the NMa never gives 

any legal advice in any concrete case, and subsequently, neither does the NMa Information and 

Tip-Off Line. Yet the NMa Information and Tip-Off Line did give the impression that Impuls’  

question would result in legal advice. On examining the information it had received, the NMa  

saw reasons to launch an antitrust investigation, which eventually led to a commitment decision.

This case prompted the NMa, even before the National Ombudsman had published his report,  

to better explain and lesh out its external communication policies with regard to its oversight  

and enforcement duties, as well as the role and duties of the NMa Information and Tip-Off Line. 

the nMa and the courts in 2010

competition

In 2010, the courts and the Dutch Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal (CBb) ruled in the NMa’s 

favor in 90 per cent of the rulings (for comparison: in 2009, it was in 74 per cent of the rulings).  

A substantial share of these cases involved the construction industry fraud (23 of 35 cases).  

This year, it was the CBb’s turn to rule on appeal. The irst batch of cases concerned the civil 

 engineering industry and the so-called ‘fast-lane procedure’ the NMa had offered construction 

companies, and which had been specially created for the construction industry fraud cases.  

The CBb fully agreed with the concept of construction companies being offered two options  

(the fast-lane procedure or the regular procedure) and it followed this reasoning in assessing  

the consequences thereof, in its judicial review. The CBb further ruled that waiving certain rights 

in exchange for a ine reduction of 15 per cent is in accordance with the fundamental rights 

provided for in Article 6 ECHR. In addition, it completely endorsed the ining system that had 

been specially created for handling the construction fraud cases. However, the CBb did lower  

the ines in several cases because the reasonable time limit within which procedures need to be 

completed was exceeded. 
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With regard to general antitrust law, the highest court on antitrust matters handed the NMa three 

rulings, offering important legal directions, which will be relevant for future cases and proceedings. 

In the highly anticipated inal ruling in the so-called Mobile Operators case, the CBb followed  

the ruling of the European Court of Justice in Luxembourg. It upheld the view that there is still  

a fundamental difference between object and effect restrictions, and that a sound assessment  

of the context is required in cases of object restrictions. This type of assessment should also be 

carried out in cases regarding Section 24 of the Dutch Competition Act, according to the CR Delta 

ruling, in which the CBb gives an outline of the review framework for cases on abuses of dominant 

positions. Finally, the CBb offered a review framework for prioritization cases in the VVR case.

energy and transport

In 2010, rulings were laid down in 14 energy-related cases and in 8 transport-related cases.  

In 64 per cent of the energy cases, the court ruled in the NMa’s favor, which is a slight increase 

compared to 2009 (60 per cent). Powers and procedures played a major role in the energy-related 

cases. For instance, the CBb ascribed considerable powers to the NMa with regard to changes  

to the code procedures. However, the CBb points out that it is necessary to consult the industry 

when major changes to a method decision are proposed before they are adopted. Also, the CBb 

issued two potentially far-reaching rulings, in which it conirmed the entitlement of representative 

organizations to their right of action in NMa decisions. 

The NMa can learn a lot from the energy-related cases that it lost, which include the three rulings 

on the method decisions GTS, TenneT and regional electricity. In the GTS ruling, it turned out that 

the Minister was unauthorized to bind the NMa to a speciic policy rule. In said rulings, the judge 

followed all of the crucial choices in the NMa’s tariff regulation, although he failed to rule in the 

NMa’s favor on several less important items.

With regard to the transport industry, the NMa, for the greater part, has issued decisions on the 

basis of relatively new legislation, such as the Dutch Pilotage Act, the Dutch Railway Act or the 

Dutch Aviation Act. The regulatory rules based on these acts have not been as leshed out as 

those for the energy industry have been. The NMa’s assessment was endorsed in 3 out of 8 cases 

(38%). With regard to the aviation industry, the court and the CBb endorsed the assessment of 

Schiphol’s cost-allocation system. In the easyJet-case, the court completely followed the NMa’s 

assessment in its initial test of Schiphol’s tariffs against the principles of non-discrimination, 

cost-orientation and reasonableness. Three of the ive cases that were lost concerned the pilotage 

industry. For the irst time ever, the court, as well as the CBb in appeal proceedings, tested the 

application of the Pilotage Act. In the other two cases that were lost, which concerned ProRail,  

the NMa for the irst time used its authority to impose penalties under the Dutch Railway Act. 
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evaluation of the nMa as an autonomous administrative 
authority (aaa) 

������	 
� �� �� �ramework Act on Autonomous Administrative Authorities and Section 5h  

of the Dutch Competition Act state that, every ive years, the eficiency and effectiveness of the 

functioning of the Board of the NMa (the AAA NMa) need to be evaluated. The report ‘Evaluation 

of the Board of the Dutch Competition Act’, released on August 30, 2010, contains conclusions 

and recommendations from a study that was commissioned by the former Ministry of Economic 

Affairs (now the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation).

In a nutshell, the report concludes that the NMa is a learning and innovative organization, scoring 

positively on virtually all aspects that were evaluated. With regard to eficiency and effectiveness, 

the NMa has achieved its goal of making markets work better. Its desired objective has thus indeed 

been realized. Furthermore, during the period under evaluation, the NMa has made important 

steps towards improving eficiency. Finally, the report underscores that the NMa has been able  

to become better and better at reaping the beneits of cooperation with other organizations, 

including other regulators, both domestic and international ones. General competition oversight 

and sector-speciic regulation have contributed to these results, both working in tandem as well 

as boosting each other’s effects.

The report also includes several points for improvement. For example, market participants appear 

to have an even greater need of information on what is and what is not allowed under the Dutch 

Competition Act. The NMa is aware of the importance of having transparency for businesses  

and trade organizations alike, and it addresses this need by publishing guidelines, informational 

brochures, vision documents, consultative documents, and informal opinions. The NMa plans to 

alter the balance in its provision of information to businesses, so that focus in the future will shift 

towards those industries that need additional information the most, such as those that are transi-

tioning to a market-based system. In 2011, the NMa will organize, among other things, roundtable 

discussions in which the link with public interests will be covered, too. This has been the result of 

another recommendation. Other aspects the NMa should continue to consider include the relation-

ship with public interests, market intelligence gathering, outcome calculations and lead times. 
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competition regulation

Recommendations include taking more advantage of the opportunities for cooperation with other 

agencies, including regulators. The report says that it may be beneicial to intensify cooperation 

on strategic matters and at a case level. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture 

and Innovation, in consultation with the NMa, is already exploring to see, among other things, 

whether the possibilities for information exchange under Sections 90 and 91 of the Dutch 

Competition Act can and should be expanded. 

Finally, international involvement continues to be one of the cornerstones of NMa strategy, both 

with regard to general competition oversight, as well as to the regulation of energy and transport 

markets. Much attention is thus given to international cooperation, due to, among other reasons, 

the obligations under European treaties that are aimed at guaranteeing convergence of the  

interpretation and enforcement practice of competition law. This is necessary because European 

law in this regard has ‘direct effect’. Moreover, with regard to energy, the economic and strategic 

importance of international involvement is extremely critical to the Netherlands.

13Performance of the NMa
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proceSS
�!" #$%&"''()* industry forms an extensive part of the Dutch economy. Its 

importance is considerable, because any market arrangements in this industry 

directly affect prices of other consumer products. Various markets in the 

processing industry are characterized by high levels of market concentration 

and by homogeneous products, two indications of an increased risk of anti-

competitive agreements. In the past, the NMa already established a number of 

violations, including cartels in concrete products and swimming pool chlorine. 

The processing industry is attracting a lot of attention in other countries as well. 

cooperation: intelligence and investigations

In 2010, the NMa inished an investigation into several companies in a key industry of the Dutch 

economy. The NMa suspects that the prohibition of cartels has been violated. The companies involved 

have already received a report in which the suspicion is explained. The NMa will now give these 

companies the opportunity to respond to the NMa’s allegations. The NMa will then decide whether  

a violation can indeed be established and, if so, what sanction should be imposed. This investigation 

was triggered in part by evidence that came from a case that was handled by the intelligence and  

investigation unit of the former Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (now the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment). The information in question has been handed over  

to the Dutch Public Prosecution Service. 

The NMa more and more often contacts fellow regulators in order to help each other and to exchange 

general market knowledge. With regard to the processing industry, the NMa actively participates in  

a consultative group in which various regulators are involved, which particularly focuses on industrial 

markets. Having these connections is crucial to the NMa for understanding the competitive situation 

and dynamics in these industries, and for being able to identify anticompetitive behavior faster. 
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enforcement

Heavy ine on lour cartel

Flour producers in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany were ined more than 18o million. 

During the investigation, the NMa closely cooperated with other European competition authorities. 

The following Dutch participants were involved in the cartel agreements: Meneba (ined  

19 million), Ranks (ined 113.1 million), Krijger (ined 171,000) and Koopmans. The latter was  

not ined because of prescription. The following Belgian participants were involved: Dossche  

(122.8 million), Ceres (112.9 million) and Brabomills (14.6 million). And the following German 

participants were involved: Werhahn (13.9 million), Grain Millers (12.8 million), Flechtorfer  

(1908,000), Gebr. Engelke (17.7 million), VK Mühlen (12.3 million), Okermühle, Milser Mühle 

and Saalemühle (1392,000 each). Meneba, Werhahn and Grain Millers applied for leniency with 

the NMa. Under the NMa’s leniency program, cartel participants may be eligible for ine reduction 

or even ine immunity, provided that they confess their cartel to the NMa.

These ifteen irms shared the market among themselves in different group compositions,  

or concluded agreements in order to restrict competition. These irms are responsible for the  

lion’s share of the Dutch market. The lour market has long ceased to grow, because consumers 

have not increased their bread consumption. In order for each of them to remain assured of  

a certain market share, they shared the market between 2001 and 2007. This has led to the  

agreement not to take over each other’s customers, making it harder for those customers to 

negotiate better prices. In addition, a competitor that did not take part in the cartel agreements 

was bought and was taken off the market. Another competitor, one that did take part in the agree-

ments, was compensated for revenue losses on the condition that he would not be a spoilsport. 

Furthermore, a complete lour mill in the south of the Netherlands was bought by a straw man, 

and was subsequently dismantled in order to prevent any new competitor from opening a new 

lour business there. The NMa takes strong actions against these cartel agreements, because  

they hurt consumers. A majority of the irms involved have iled objections with the NMa.

Fine on insulated-glass manufacturers

Four manufacturers of insulated glass were ined almost 118 million for having concluded  

price-ixing agreements. The following manufacturers were involved: Koninklijke Saint-Gobain 

Glass Nederland N.V. (18,034,000), Scheuten Glas Nederland B.V. (12,252,000), Pilkington 

Benelux B.V. (17,460,000) and ACG Flat Glass Nederland. However, ACG Flat Glass has not  

been imposed a ine, since it had confessed the cartel to the NMa by iling a leniency application. 

Three of the four manufacturers involved have iled objections with the NMa. 

Between May 18, 2004, and September 15, 2005, the cartel participants concluded illegal price-

ixing agreements concerning the sale of insulated glass to buyers, which include contractors, 

painters, glaziers and wholesalers in glass products. The cartel had a market share of more than 

50 per cent. One of the cartel’s objectives was to raise insulated-glass prices by 10 to 12 per cent, 

a move that was supported by the introduction of minimum prices, which were meant to cope 

with bigger clients in particular, who would potentially not accept the price increase. The minimum 

  A competitor was paid on the condition that 

he would not be a spoilsport.
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prices had another effect, which was the elimination of mutual competition. This way, ‘stability’  

in the market was ensured.

Mergers and acquisitions

acquisition of veal producer alpuro by rival Van Drie

The NMa has approved the acquisition of Dutch veal producer Alpuro Holding by rival producer 

Van Drie Holding. The NMa came to the conclusion that it was unlikely that Van Drie’s acquisition 

of Alpuro would have adverse effects on retail veal prices or on veal quality. This case has now 

been taken to the courts, as two interested parties have raised objections against the merger.

Both Van Drie and Alpuro are active players at different steps of the veal production chain, such 

as buying and fattening newborn calves, buying fattened calves and young cattle for slaughtering, 

and selling veal and young beef. The NMa has determined that veal production and sales is  

a European market. Most of the veal slaughtered in the Netherlands is exported, and Dutch 

buyers can buy veal from foreign suppliers. The combined market share of Van Drie and Alpuro 

on this market is 17 per cent. Apart from Van Drie and Alpuro, several big Belgian, French and 

Italian players are also active on this market. However, the NMa has established that the planned 

acquisition would create a major Dutch calf-slaughtering player which, to a certain degree, could 

result in a concentration of buyer power. The NMa though believes it is unlikely that it would 

adversely affect retail veal prices. Both parties have only a modest market share on the European 

sales market, and foreign slaughterhouses rely on Dutch fattened calves only to a small degree. 
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HeaLtHc�+,-./ �012+34� 56/. 7-6+7. and improved cost control: these are the objectives that 

government has with regard to healthcare. Healthcare reform in selected parts of the 

market has led to the introduction of regulated competition in more and more segments. 

For its part, the NMa has drawn up a special brochure, the Guidelines for the health care

industry, to provide  as much clarity as possible about what is and what is not allowed    

 according to the Dutch Competition Act. 



tHcare

8 9:; brochure, the NMa  addresses questions regarding compe-    

 tition and quality, health care affordability,  and it underlines the 

importance of cooperation. However, the NMa does see to it that 

consumers, if they want better quality, are not limited in their options 

due to anticompetitive behavior.

The NMa and the Dutch Healthcare Authority (NZa) often hear signals from the healthcare 

industry that they have a hard time understanding what is and what is not allowed under 

the Dutch Competition Act with regard to cooperation arrangements between health care 

groups and the health care providers involved. Activities of healthcare groups are regulated 

by both Section 6 of the Dutch Competition Act, as well as by Section 48 of the Dutch 

Health Care Market Regulation Act (Wmg). In practice, it means that the NMa enforces 

compliance with the prohibition of cartels, and that the NZa comes into action in situations 

of appreciable market power. The NMa and the NZa therefore decided to publish joint 

Guidelines, explaining exactly what antitrust rules from which regulator health care groups 

and health care providers should comply with. 

In December 2009, the NMa and the NZa published the Consultation Document on  

Health Care Groups. At a meeting, interested parties were given the opportunity to give their 

reactions to the document. The joint Guidelines on Health Care Groups were published  

in August 2010. Both regulators jointly gave a number of speeches at conferences and 

seminars, before and after the release of the Guidelines. This cooperation has been hailed  

a success. Market participants have indicated it was good to hear both regulators tell the 

same story at the same time.

cooperation: joint Guidelines 
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Guidelines for the health care industry have been revised

In 2010, the NMa revised its Guidelines for the health care industry after extensive consultations 

with health care providers, health insurers, trade associations and other experts. The revised 

guidelines now better dovetail with the speciic characteristics of this industry, and with current 

trends and questions the industry is dealing with. The NMa often hears signals from the health 

care market as if the Dutch Competition Act prohibited all forms of collaboration, but, in reality, 

many forms of cooperation are actually allowed as long as competition is not unnecessarily 

restricted, for example, by price-ixing agreements or market sharing. The Guidelines include 

many new practical examples of what is and what is not allowed. The NMa keeps a close watch  

on developments in the health care market. Wherever useful, it will incorporate these into the 

Guidelines. This is in line with the recommendations following the evaluation of the NMa’s work 

as an Autonomous Administrative Authority.

Vision document on cooperation

In 2010, the NMa released a vision document on individual and collective negotiations between 

health insurers and independent health care professionals, such as general practitioners and 

physical therapists. It is a good development that these parties sit down at a national level and 

negotiate with health insurers to make health care quality more visible. At the same time, it 

should be clear that collective negotiations over prices, output and market-sharing are strictly 

prohibited. The NMa worked closely together with the Dutch Healthcare Authority (NZa) in the 

creation of this vision document.

One of the biggest impediments to competition in the health care industry is the lack of clarity 

regarding the quality levels that health care providers should provide. If collective negotiations at 

a national level with health care providers led to making quality more measurable, it would help 

patients be better able to choose the right health care providers. And health insurers would then 

be able to make better choices when buying health care for their clients. 

Guidelines for health care groups

The NMa and the Dutch Healthcare Authority (NZa) have also drawn up Guidelines for health 

care groups. These Guidelines provide the framework within which health care providers within  

a health care group are allowed to cooperate. A health care group plays a coordinating role in  

the treatment of one or more chronic diseases in patients, and determines in what way different 

providers work together in a chain. Cooperation can thus improve the quality of health care 

offered to patients. If the chain ‘hardens’, which occurs when health care providers within the 

same discipline also join the cooperative agreement, anticompetitive concerns may arise. 

The NMa enforces the prohibition of cartels, the prohibition of abuse of a dominant position, and 

approves mergers and acquisitions, while the NZa comes into action in case of appreciable market 

power. The Guidelines are based on the Dutch Competition Act and the Dutch Health Care Market 

Regulation Act (Wmg), and speciically apply these acts to chain care provided by health care groups.

  Many types of cooperation are allowed, provided that  

competition is not unnecessarily restricted.
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Home care

In the 2010 – 2011 NMa Agenda, the NMa said it expected the home care industry to make  

signiicant steps towards compliance with antitrust rules. In 2010, the NMa made an effort to 

come to an industrywide approach to inish unresolved issues, yet the industry failed to adopt  

the suggested approach. As a result, the NMa reopened the penalty cases. In 2010, the NMa 

established that a number of home care organizations had committed violations. It therefore 

imposed ines on four of them. In 2008, the NMa already imposed ines on ive other home care 

organizations. And in decisions on objections, the NMa upheld those ines. The ines on these 

nine home care organizations vary between 1314,000 and more than 14 million. These cases  

were marked by price-ixing agreements and market sharing, and not by cooperation, which is 

what the organizations in question originally claimed. Objections and appeals can still be iled  

in these cases. 

Home care organizations say they have trouble inding a balance between competing and seeking 

cooperation within a chain. It should be noted that cooperation in the care chain in itself is  

possible without violating the Dutch Competition Act. The NMa will therefore remind supervisory 

boards of home care providers of their responsibilities with regard to taking on a more active role 

in managing compliance with the Dutch Competition Act. The NMa wants every home care 

provider to implement a compliance policy, which should help undertakings in preventing their 

employees from violating competition laws. 

commitments made by hospitals

Several hospitals in the Amsterdam area have made commitments to adjust their information 

exchange processes. The NMa has accepted these commitments. An investigation had revealed 

that hospitals in Amsterdam systematically exchanged up-to-date, individual statistical data about 

actual production. In the eyes of the NMa, this is competition-sensitive information. The hospitals 

have now promised, among other things, not to share any commercially sensitive information 

that is not older than 12 months. Information that is more recent will only be exchanged in the 

form of anonymous market researches or benchmarks. Furthermore, other providers of specialist 

health care services in the Amsterdam area, too, can access the information that is exchanged. 

The hospitals have promised to adjust their behavior in such a way that their actions are not in 

violation of the Dutch Competition Act. 

The NMa believes that these commitments suficiently take away the identiied competition 

concerns. This way, potential problems in the market for specialist medical health care can be 

prevented. Health care, and the hospital market in particular, is a focus industry in the 2010 – 2011 

NMa Agenda. The NMa and the hospital industry are currently discussing the boundaries of the 

Dutch Competition Act with regard to cooperation. 
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Mergers and acquisitions

acquisition of pharmacies

The NMa has conditionally approved the acquisition of Lloyds pharmacies by rival Brocacef.  

The company adjusted its original acquisition plans, which means that Brocacef will sell its  

Escura pharmacies in the Dutch cities of Roermond and Breda. The NMa had earlier raised  

objections against Brocacef’s original plans. Consumers will continue to have enough choice  

after the acquisition. Future acquisitions of these pharmacies will still require NMa approval.

acquisition on the market for powered wheelchairs

In late December, the NMa conditionally approved the acquisition of mobility products manu-

facturer Handicare by private equity irm Nordic Capital (owner of Sweden-based powered wheel-

chair manufacturer Permobil). Handicare is a major player on the Dutch market. When Nordic 

Capital acquires Handicare, the two biggest players on the market for powered wheelchairs in  

the Netherlands become a single company. This will create too big a player on the market, leaving 

too little competition. Therefore, Handicare must sell production, distribution and development 

activities of a number of its powered wheelchairs models to an independent third party.  

These selected models represent a combined market share of 20 – 30 per cent of the Dutch market.  

The conditions that the NMa attached to the acquisition will guarantee that enough competition 

will remain in the market for new powered wheelchairs. 

Merger of two health care providers threatened to be blocked

Two health care providers in the Dutch city of Arnhem, Pleyade Foundation and Catharina 

Foundation, have withdrawn their merger license application. They did so when the NMa was 

planning to announce it would block the merger. Pleyade and Catharina are active players  

on the markets of nursing home care, psychogeriatric and somatic home care in the greater 

Arnhem area. The NMa was not convinced that the proposals (remedies) put forward by the two 

health care providers would eliminate the antitrust issues the NMa had identiied. The Dutch 

Healthcare Authority (NZa) published an opinion of its own about this case, which was in line 

with the NMa’s assessment. 

Mergers in the licensing phase

License required for merger between health insurers Achmea and De Friesland Dutch insurance 

companies Achmea and De Friesland must apply for a license irst before they can go through 

with their merger, because the new company could have a strong buying position in the northern 

Dutch province of Friesland. Health insurance companies are cornerstones of the new Dutch 

health care system, and play a crucial role in offering high-quality, accessible and affordable health 

care. In certain circumstances, it can be in the consumers’ interests that their health insurers 

have a strong position on the buyer’s market, but, in this case, the question arises whether such  

a position could become too strong, as such a position may lead to a deterioration of health care 

options. The NMa therefore wants to investigate the planned merger’s effects in further detail. 

The NMa has consulted the Dutch Healthcare Authority (NZa) in its investigation, which agrees 

with the NMa’s conclusions. 
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Frisian hospitals

The planned concentration in the northern Dutch province of Friesland between hospital  

De Tjongerschans and Health Care Group Noorderbreedte could result in patients being severely 

restricted in their choice of hospitals in Friesland. The same applies to health care insurers, being 

buyers of health care services. The NMa has therefore decided that this planned concentration 

requires a license. 

Mergers in the mental health care industry

The merger between mental health care provider GGZ Delland and social-services center group 

PerspeKtief may impede competition on the market for supportive housing for people with mental 

disabilities, which includes supported independent living and community residential care centers, 

in the western Dutch province of South-Holland, where both providers are active. If the merger 

went through, clients could be internally referred from GGZ Delland to PerspeKtief, making it 

harder or even impossible for PerspeKtief’s competitors to enter the market. In an opinion of its 

own, the Dutch Healthcare Authority (NZa) has voiced similar concerns. The NMa has launched 

a more in-depth investigation after both parties had iled their merger license application.

In a similar situation, two mental health care institutions in the southern province of Brabant, 

Stichting Geestelijke Gezondheidszorg Oost Brabant (GGZ Oost Brabant) and Stichting Reinier 

van Arkel, are planning to merge. This planned merger could impede competition on the markets 

of clinical and non-clinical mental health care for adults and seniors, and on the market of non-

clinical mental health care for children and young people. In two adjacent regions, at least one of 

the merger parties is active in each of them. The merger would thus result in the elimination of 

the most obvious alternative institution with regard to mental health care for adults and seniors. 

It will be investigated in the licensing phase whether this would be a problem. 
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Financia  anD BUSineSS SerViceS

The inancial and business services industry has been an NMa focus 

industry for years. It deserves this attention because of this industry’s 

major economic importance and because of its market structure, some-

times characterized by relatively few players. Some of its products are 

quite complex, making the industry relatively non-transparent to 

customers. The inancial and business services industry includes under-

takings that predominantly offer services to businesses. In terms of size 

and dynamism, this industry plays a key role in the Dutch economy. 

Financial and business services are extremely vital to other businesses 

for improving productivity. 

Relatively  
non-transparent!

cooperation: all eyes on the real estate industry

Real estate is one of the NMa’s top priorities. The NMa regularly receives tip-offs and indica-

tions about the real estate industry. That is why the NMa keeps a close watch on this industry 

on a structural basis, and monitors developments in the market. This particular industry is 

prone to fraudulent business practices and violations of the law, due to its size, increasing 

complexity and the lack of transparency.

The immense scale and diversity of the violations call for an integrated approach. In the 

Netherlands, many government bodies, regulators and investigation agencies initiate various 

efforts to seriously tackle violations in this industry. They have joined forces in the National 

Steering Group on Abuses in the Real Estate Industry, in which the NMa has participated 

since early 2010. Group members share, so far as the law permits, experiences, expertise and 

information on the real estate industry, and coordinate actions combating real estate fraud. 

This way, fraud can be tracked down more eficiently, and more effective barriers can be set 

up to prevent real estate fraud in the future as much as possible. 
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Mortgage margins in the netherlands are high

Since mid-2009, the margins of mortgages (both variable-rate mortgages and ixed-rate ones) in 

the Netherlands have been high, both historically as well as compared to neighboring countries. 

These are the conclusions drawn in the Quick Scan on Mortgage Interest Rates. High margins 

may be an indication of a lack of competition, which may result in unnecessarily high rates.  

But there may be other explanations as well. Partially because of the ongoing public debate on 

mortgage rates, the NMa will be carrying out a more in-depth investigation, which is expected  

to be completed in spring 2011. It is part of a larger market survey on how well the mortgage 

market works. 

There are almost four million condominiums and owner-occupied houses in the Netherlands. 

Approximately 3.5 million households in the Netherlands have a mortgage, with a combined 

 mortgage debt of almost 1600 billion. When selling mortgages, banks inance these using  

different sources, such as savings and loans from the capital market. The NMa keeps an eye  

on various trends in the costs of inancing, for example, changes in risk premiums or the use  

of more expensive sources of inancing, such as savings. 

Limited choice for undertakings when seeking syndicated loans 

Undertakings that have to turn to syndicated loans when seeking substantial, complex, or high-

risk loans need to apply to more banks now than before the inancial crisis. At the same time, 

these undertakings have fewer banks to choose from. In fact, sometimes there is no choice at all. 

This situation is affecting the undertakings’ bargaining positions, says the NMa after analyzing 

the market for syndicated loans and club deals. Syndicated loans or club deals involve inancing 

agreements between one undertaking and two or more banks. Banks form a consortium and 

collectively agree to give an undertaking a loan against the same loan conditions. By offering the 

syndicated loans or club deals together, the banks thus spread the size of the loan or club deal,  

as well as its risks. 

The most important reason for the drop in the number of banks offering syndicated loans is  

the number of mergers and acquisitions that have taken place in the Dutch banking industry.  

In addition, as a result of the inancial crisis, foreign banks have withdrawn from this market  

to focus on their home markets instead. The NMa has also found that banks that are still active 

on this market have become more prudent. However, undertakings that have had experience  

with syndicated loans can reap considerable beneits, the NMa’s study revealed, because this 

experience strengthens their bargaining positions, and it enables them to better assess what loan 

conditions are in line with market conditions. The NMa has found no indications of violations  

of the Dutch Competition Act on the market for club deals and syndicated loans.

Switching banks is easier than expected

A majority of small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) that have switched banks have said 

that the switching process was not that complex. In addition, only on a limited scale do banks 

coerce SMBs into purchasing one or more additional inancial products (such as a merchant 

account or business insurances) when they take out a business loan (for example, a business  

line of credit or a commercial mortgage). These are the most important indings of a study into 

tie-in sales among banks, commissioned by the NMa.
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The study reveals that 35 per cent of SMBs expect switching banks will entail facing considerable 

switching barriers, though a mere 14 per cent of SMBs that have actually switched in the last two 

years indicated that they indeed came across considerable switching barriers. Switching barriers may 

lead to less switching, which in turn may lead to banks offering lower service quality or charging 

higher prices. Apparently, tie-in sales is not considered to be the biggest switching barrier for SMBs, 

according to the study, as administrative burden, search costs and non-transparent tariffs top  

that list. The NMa is urging banks to increase transparency of their prices and of the conditions  

of their products and services, which would also lower the switching barrier of hidden tariffs.

 

Financial industry reforms: vital to have competition

In its Vision Document on the Future of the Financial Industry, the NMa warns that government 

support distorts the market. The bailout package for the inancial institutions following the  

inancial crisis was a necessary evil given the economic circumstances. The NMa emphasizes  

that support measures lead to an unequal playing ield. Support measures should therefore last 

as short as possible and should be rolled back as soon as possible. Management decisions of  

the inancial institutions that have been given government support should be inluenced by the 

government as little as possible. The NMa recommends to have the interests of the Dutch State 

in inancial institutions be put at a greater distance from lawmakers. 

Regulation and oversight should not unnecessarily create barriers to entry or to expansion with 

regard to the inancial markets. Having healthy competition, apart from having stability, in inancial 

markets continues to be of critical importance. It will beneit consumers through higher quality 

and lower prices. When reforming inancial regulation, there should be enough room left for new 

initiatives and new entrants.

Vision Document on the payments Market

In its Vision Document on the Payments Market, the NMa is in favor of more competition in that 

market, which, in the long term, will result in a better price-quality ratio for both consumers and 

businesses. A well functioning payments market, one that is eficient and secure, is of critical 

importance to both the economy and to society. Banks wish to safeguard such a well functioning 

market, and therefore work together. However, any cooperation cannot go beyond what is strictly 

necessary so that competition is not impeded.

Looking at debit card transactions and internet payments, there is still room for more competition 

in both these segments. Most debit cards will switch to MasterCard’s Maestro when the Dutch 

debit-card system PIN is phased out of the market sometime in the near future. The NMa would 

like to see that banks conclude contracts with payment systems other than MasterCard, too. By 

working together with multiple providers, it becomes less likely that tariffs will increase in the long 

run. More competition in the internet payments submarket is also welcome, yet not at the expense 

of security. Non-Dutch companies that have a proven track record abroad as safe providers should be 

allowed to offer their services in the Netherlands as well. Objective, transparent and non-discrimi-

natory criteria might be established with which such providers should comply in order to be able to 

enter the Dutch market. Compliance with such criteria could be enforced by an independent agency. 
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commitment with regard to insurance pools

The NMa has agreed to a commitment of insurance companies and insurance brokers to terminate 

insurance pools of notaries, lawyers, accountants, and insurance agents and brokers, or to adjust 

them in order to have them comply with competition regulations. In an insurance pool, insurers 

jointly offer a product, which may form an impediment to competition among insurers. The NMa 

had earlier identiied possible competition concerns with regard to the liability insurance pool for 

notaries. That pool sold approximately 60 per cent of this type of insurance, with just one other 

insurer offering the same type. In response to the NMa’s report on the notary pool, the insurance 

companies involved made the commitment to adjust said pool, meaning that the pool would either 

be terminated or that its market share would not exceed 20 per cent. The insurance companies 

and brokers made similar commitments with regard to the pools for lawyers, accountants, and 

insurance agents and brokers. The commitment will offer more room for competition among 

insurers. 

real estate

The NMa regularly receives tip-offs and indications about the real estate industry. That is why the 

NMa keeps a close watch on this industry on a structural basis, thereby following the government’s 

initiative to take strong action against violations in this industry. For example, since March 2010, 

the NMa has actively participated in the National Steering Group on Abuses in the Real Estate 

Industry. 

Mergers and acquisitions

The NMa has imposed ines on British insurance company Amlin and on the State of the 

Netherlands for failing to notify of a concentration on time. Amlin is imposed a ine of  

11,366,000 and the State a ine of 1782,000. In July 2009, the State transferred its shares in  

Fortis Corporate Insurance to Amlin, which thus acquired control over Fortis Corporate Insurance. 

This constituted a concentration. The NMa found out about this concentration in the summer  

of 2009. In December 2009, Amlin did notify the NMa of the concentration, but this was well 

after the original date of the acquisition. The NMa eventually approved the acquisition in January 

2010. Under the Dutch Competition Act, it is prohibited to carry out concentrations of a certain 

size without notifying the NMa of the intention thereto irst and waiting until at least four weeks 

have passed. This prevents competition on a market from being inluenced already before the 

NMa has even assessed an acquisition or merger. The NMa is imposing a ine, because failure  

to notify on time undermines concentration control. 
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Genera
�<=> ?@AB @C DEBF@G<= years, the NMa in 2010 looked into a broad range of

markets with regard to general competition oversight. The most important 

actions in the focus industries, as designated in the 2010  – 2011 NMa Agenda, 

have already been covered in the previous chapters. Having designated focus 

industries obviously  does not mean that the NMa does not take any actions 

 in industries that have not been designated as focus industry.  



GeneraL

Below is a summary of a number of cases and activities in industries

 that were not considered focus industries in 2010.            

During an investigation into cartel agreements between construction companies in the 

southern Dutch province of Limburg, the NMa obtained information from the Dutch 

Public Prosecution Service (OM). The OM had wiretaps, which it had obtained as part of  

a criminal investigation into bribery of public employees. The OM had established that the 

wiretaps possibly contained clues about illegal cartel agreements between construction 

companies regarding bids they submitted for various tenders in Limburg. The OM gave 

the NMa the contents of the wiretaps on the basis of the Judicial Data and Criminal 

Records Act. Under this act, other government agencies (in this case, the NMa) can be 

given information from a criminal investigation. 

One of the construction companies involved challenged the wiretap transfer during  

interlocutory proceedings. The judge in interlocutory proceedings ruled in favor of  

the OM and the NMa – the OM had rightfully transferred the wiretaps to the NMa.  

The NMa subsequently used that information as evidence in its cartel investigation. 

Partially because of the wiretaps, the NMa imposed ines on two construction companies 

in Limburg for violation of the Dutch Competition Act. Three individuals, executives of 

these two companies, were ined, too, for giving instructions to said violation. 

information from the Dutch public prosecution Service
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informal opinion inland-shipping industry

The so-called Crisis Committee Inland Shipping (in Dutch: Crisisberaad Binnenvaart) had drawn 

up plans in which competing bargemen conclude agreements to withdraw excess capacity from 

the market. When the Crisis Committee presented its plans, the NMa voiced its concerns that the 

plans could violate the Dutch Competition Act. Such measures are only allowed if they result in a 

sustained improvement in production from which everyone would beneit, including consumers. 

According to the Crisis Committee, available shipping capacity would be better utilized, thereby 

increasing revenues per shipment. However, the Crisis Committee failed to convince the NMa 

that a lay-up scheme would be necessary to achieve the claimed eficiency beneits. The European 

Commission, too, is concerned. It has opened a formal investigation into a German lay-up plan, 

the “Baltic Max Feeder scheme”.

Fines on media company and its executives

In July 2010, the NMa imposed a ine of 119 million on Dutch media company Koninklijke 

Wegener N.V. for failing to comply with an instruction that the NMa in 2000 imposed on Wegener 

in connection with its acquisition of publishing company VNU Dagbladen in that year. In the 

instruction, the independence of regional versions of newspapers PZC and BN/De Stem in the 

southwestern province of Zeeland would continue to be guaranteed, thereby ensuring that readers 

would continue to enjoy their freedom of choice, as well as preventing price increases and reader 

selection reductions. After the acquisition of VNU Dagbladen in 2000, Wegener, which already 

owned regional newspaper PZC, became owner of BN/De Stem as well. The activities of PZC and 

BN/De Stem have an overlap in the region of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen, a region of Zeeland. The acqui-

sition resulted in a dominant position in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen as both of these papers no longer 

had to compete with each other. The instruction that the NMa had attached to the acquisition, 

and which oficially is still in effect, offsets these potential negative effects.

The NMa has additionally ined ive Wegener executives, with the ines totaling 11.3 million.  

The executives were appointed in 2002 as special supervisory directors to make sure the instruction 

would be carried out properly. In addition, the NMa has imposed an order subject to periodic 

penalty payments, ordering Wegener to comply with the earlier imposed instruction within a year, 

thereby guaranteeing the independence of the two regional editions in Zeeland. 

Fines on southern Dutch construction companies and their executives

In October 2010, the NMa imposed ines on two road construction companies in the southern 

Dutch province of Limburg: 13 million on Janssen de Jong Infra B.V. (Janssen de Jong) and  

10.1 million on Aannemings- en Wegenbouwbedrijf “Limburg” B.V. (WBL). The NMa additionally 

imposed Individual ines on three executives of these companies, varying between 110,000 and  

1250,000, as these executives gave instructions regarding certain conduct that constitutes  

a violation of the Dutch Competition Act by their companies. 

Janssen de Jong and WBL held pre-tender meetings in 11 tender procedures, discussing information 

that is normally regarded as conidential in tender procedures: bid price and bidding behavior.  

Both companies have deliberately misled clients by way of cover pricing. Cover pricing occurs when 

a potential bidder obtains a price from a competitor in the tender process, which is not designed to 

win the contract but is intended to give the appearance of competition, in order to explicitly remain 

on the client’s radar. The NMa found out about these violations after it had been informed about 

them by the Dutch Public Prosecution Service. 
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Brochure on prevention of cartel agreements in procurement

The NMa has released a brochure for buyers and clients that frequently deal with procurement, 

which helps in recognizing the irst signs of illegal collusion between competitors during procure-

ment procedures. Examples of recommendations include ensuring that as many competitors as 

possible submit bids, but also by not letting competitors know whom they are up against. 

The most prevalent types of bid rigging are:

• Bid suppression or bid limiting. Firms that would normally bid agree not to submit a bid or  

to withdraw their bids so that another irm can successfully win the contract. 

• Complementary bidding or cover bidding. Firms bid an amount knowing that it is higher than 

that of the irm that is ‘allowed to win’. Another variation is that the bids contain conditions  

that are certain to be unacceptable to the agency calling for the bids.

• Bid rotation or market sharing. Firms take turns being the designated successful bidder. 

Another variation is that irms share the market on a geographical basis. 

Market scan into textbook market

In October 2010, the NMa announced it would launch a market scan into the Dutch market for 

secondary-education textbooks, which is a follow-up to the so-called textbook scan, carried out  

in 2006. Reason for the new market scan is that legislation concerning this market has seen  

some drastic changes in the last few years, among which the Dutch act on free textbooks which 

came into force in 2008. This act was passed in part because of the fact that the textbook market  

lacked price competition due to a lack of price incentives, which the 2006 scan had revealed.  

The NMa wants to have as complete a picture as possible of how the market is currently working. 

It is  expecting to have the market scan results in the irst quarter of 2011. 

Mergers and acquisitions 

Merger between two Dutch farmers cooperatives 

Having conducted a detailed investigation, the NMa has concluded that there are no impediments 

to the planned merger between Dutch farmers cooperatives Agriirm and Cehave-Landbouwbelang. 

Customers of the farmers cooperatives in question are price-sensitive and are able to easily switch 

fertilizer suppliers, which indeed have the capacity to supply these customers, if necessary. It is 

therefore unlikely that higher prices, lower service levels, or reduced selections of products will occur. 

acquisition Super de Boer supermarket stores by rival Schuitema

The NMa has conditionally approved the acquisition of 79 stores of Dutch supermarket chain 

Super de Boer by rival holding company Schuitema, the owner of supermarket chain c1000. 

Schuitema had amended its original acquisition plans: it will sell ive stores once the acquisition 

has been completed. The acquisition of the Super de Boer stores will have a marginal effect on 

Schuitema’s national market share, but it would lead to high market shares in several smaller 

regional markets, thereby potentially harming competition at a local level considerably. Schuitema 

therefore offered to sell a Super de Boer store or c1000 store in these ive towns to a third party. 
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HIJ KLNOPQRTU KV UTN NWNORX YJOZNU QP QWUNWPQLN[ Iany developments are taking place  

in various segments of the market. The quality of the Dutch energy networks is and 

should remain high. For the upcoming regulatory period, the NMa has made room for 

 investments in the transport networks. 



enerGY
It is good to see that consumers are becoming better and better at 

 taking advantage of price differences.  Together with the Dutch 

Consumer Authority, the NMa continues to make every effort to make 

information on energy tariffs and deals clearer and more accessible, 

and to make the energy companies’ complaints-handling processes 

better, too. Europe is set to enter a new era of oversight and regulation. 

The so-called Third Package, which consists of EU energy measures, 

provides for cooperation between European regulators, and streng-

thens the national regulators’ independence. 

Study into quality of energy price comparison sites 

The NMa and the Dutch Consumer Authority (CA) strongly believe that consumers 

should have access to comprehensible, complete and reliable information when choosing 

a product or service. When it comes to energy, price comparison sites are a popular  

tool to help consumers choose an energy supplier. More and more comparison sites are 

popping up every day. The NMa and the CA have therefore studied the quality of energy 

price comparison sites.

 

Cooperation between the NMa and the CA has several advantages. By cooperating,  

a discussion about the interface between both regulators’ legal powers is avoided, and 

all of the attention can thus be focused on the issues at hand. Moreover, the CA has 

experience in studying the quality of information on websites, as online retailing was 

already one of the CA’s subjects in 2007. So the cooperation between the NMa and  

the CA is an opportunity to learn from each other’s expertise and experience in how to 

approach studies like these. 

The study has revealed that, in terms of quality, there are some good comparison sites, 

but that they should offer more clarity, in particular with regard to the provision of infor-

mation. This study will therefore be repeated later in 2011. 
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the consumer market

Since the liberalization of the Dutch energy market in 2004, one out of two consumers in the 

Netherlands has switched suppliers or has changed contracts with their current supplier. 

Switching can pay off, as evidenced by the large differences in prices that could be seen in the 

energy market in 2010. By now, consumers have taken positive attitudes towards the switching 

procedure itself. 

Great need for accessible and useful information for energy consumers

In the administrative chain of offers, contracts and bills, consumers should be able to get clear 

information that is easy to understand. Many consumers use energy price comparison sites  

to help them compare energy offers. Together with the Dutch Consumer Authority, the NMa in 

2010 carried out a study into the quality of several price comparison sites. The study revealed 

that, although these sites appear to be reliable, the information they provide should be clearer.  

In consultation with the NMa, the energy suppliers and the comparison sites agreed to improve 

their provision of information. And many improvements have been implemented since. 

The NMa in 2010 also explored other ways to improve the provision of information and make it 

more accessible. By adopting the Guidelines on the Provision of Information, the NMa has made 

sure that the energy suppliers’ websites become clearer. In addition, the NMa has also taken care 

of better energy bills as a result of a series of non-mandatory agreements with energy suppliers. 

Service to consumers mostly up to par

Since its liberalization, most of the consumer market’s problems have been largely solved by now. 

With the upcoming introduction of the so-called smart meter, it should become much easier to 

get correct meter readings, and with lower error rates. However, since the smart meter’s intro-

duction has not been realized yet, the NMa in 2010, in a joint effort with energy suppliers and 

network operators, developed a procedure that takes care of most problems consumers encounter, 

meaning they no longer need to feel like they are endlessly trying to ind a customer service repre-

sentative who can actually help them. An NMa study revealed that consumers still ind the quality 

of complaints-handling unsatisfactory. However, compared to previous years, an upward trend 

can be observed. The NMa continues to keep a close watch on the quality of complaints-handling.

a single information portal

Jointly operated by the Dutch Consumer Authority, the Dutch Independent Post and Telecommuni- 

cations Authority and the NMa, consumer information portal Consuwijzer is a crucial instrument 

in consumer education about their rights and duties on the energy market. Consumers appreciate 

ConsuWijzer, as evidenced by, among other things, a customer satisfaction survey and an award 

that Consuwijzer received for best government website. 

attention to structural issues

Dutch network operators should offer all energy companies the same services regarding invoicing  

to customers. This is a recommendation that is put forward in the NMa Vision Document on 

Invoicing, released in late 2010. Some energy companies are currently able to offer the same 

services to their customers at a lower cost than new entrants can to theirs. These are energy 

companies that used to belong or still belong to the same group as the regional network operator. 
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1 Annual consumption in the Netherlands 

is approximately 105 TWh. After the 

market coupling process has been 

completed, the newly integrated market’s 

size will be approximately 1,700 TWh.

The NMa is of the opinion that this situation should be reversed as soon as possible in order to 

stimulate competition.

reasonable tariffs for consumers

The NMa checks whether all supply tariffs are reasonable. On numerous occasions in 2010, the 

NMa had energy suppliers adjust their tariffs. The energy suppliers involved voluntarily adjusted 

their tariffs, which meant that the NMa did not need to issue any tariff decisions.

a competitive wholesale market

The NMa stimulates competition on the wholesale market by introducing rules that give more 

room for cross-border trade, thereby contributing to the development of the market, by identifying 

the impediments to competition and removing them wherever possible, and by taking decisions 

that enable network operators to invest in order to anticipate new developments and needs. 

electricity wholesale market 

For the electricity and natural-gas markets to function well, they are largely dependent on the 

functioning of the wholesale market on which natural gas and electricity are traded. Competition 

on the energy market not only entails consumers being able to choose between different suppliers, 

but that those suppliers themselves, too, are able to choose between different wholesale suppliers 

of natural gas and electricity. After all, the more suppliers beneit from competition on the whole-

sale market, the more beneits they can pass on to their buyers.

european market coupling

The NMa has approved the rules governing the coupling of the Dutch power exchange APX-Endex 

and the German market. This approval is an important step towards creating a single electricity 

market in Europe. The Dutch market has already been coupled to the Belgian and French markets 

since 2006. And in 2011, the Scandinavian market, too, will be coupled, using the NorNed cable. 

As a result of coupling, consumers will have more choice when it comes to choosing affordable 

and sustainable energy. Furthermore, it will lead to increased security of supply. Once the entire 

northwestern European electricity market has been coupled, it will create an integrated electricity 

market almost 17 times the size of the Netherlands 1. 

investment climate energy networks

Investments in the national high-voltage grid prevent congestion on the grid and help TenneT 

become better able to respond to the developments on the European energy market. In the 

method decision for the ifth regulatory period, the rules of investment have been adjusted  

in such a way that the need for future investments can be taken into account much better. This  

way, the NMa contributes to a more stable climate for large-scale investments in the electricity 

infrastructure. Even though tariffs are expected to increase due to the investments that TenneT 

will be making in the Dutch grid, both consumers and businesses will beneit from a better  

and improved grid.

An integrated electricity market is created 

  about 17 times the size of the Dutch market.
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natural gas

The wholesale market for natural gas, too, has seen a change in rules to make trade easier.  

In November, the NMa sent its draft proposal of the changes to the conditions to the European 

Commission. This should lead to a new balancing regime in 2011. In order to have gas transported 

eficiently and securely, the transport network needs to be ‘balanced,’ which means that the 

network needs to have the right pressure and that, on balance, there is a positive injection/ 

withdrawal ratio of natural gas vis-à-vis the network. The new rules act as an incentive to market 

participants to have the gas transport network maintain the right pressure, and they provide  

them with the necessary tools and information as well. 

In addition, the NMa has played a signiicant role in the realization of two-way trafic on the  

interconnector between the Netherlands and Great Britain. As a result thereof, administrative  

gas transport in the opposite direction, from Great Britain to the Netherlands that is, has been 

made possible. Dutch cross-border connections are thus utilized more eficiently. This objective 

contributes to more eficient trade in natural gas, and leads to a higher security of supply in the 

Netherlands. 

Finally, regulation of the tariffs of the national gas transmission grid operator plays an important 

role in the realization of a competitive natural-gas market. The NMa is working on the development 

of a new method in order to have the transport of natural gas be carried out as effectively as 

possible, without losing sight of interests such as a well functioning market, security of supply 

and the necessary thereto-related investments. 

Distribution networks

tariff regulation for the network operators

The NMa is charged with regulating network operators due to their monopolist positions. Energy 

traders, suppliers and buyers are bound to use these networks. In 2010, the NMa set new method 

decisions for the 2011  –  2013 regulatory period for the operators of the electricity and natural-gas 

networks. For the irst time, the NMa has regulated the natural-gas connections in these decisions, 

and it has addressed the question of cogeneration. In addition, the NMa in 2010 set new x-factors 

(eficiency-stimulating tariff cuts), q-factors (grid-quality-based multiplying factors), and so-called 

‘calculation volumes’ (estimated quantities for calculation purposes). In these decisions, the NMa 

follows the decisions of the current regulatory period, which will be ending in 2011.

Prior to these decisions, the NMa in 2010 in one go completed 39 objection procedures against 

the previous x-factor decisions and the tariff decisions for regional network operators of natural 

gas, thereby ending the third regulatory period for natural gas (2008 –  2010). In the future, the NMa 

will be handling complaints regarding the network operator tariffs more and more in batches. 

This way, procedures will become more eficient, including for businesses. 

regional shortage

One of the core duties of network operators is to make transport capacity available. In ive dispute 

settlement decisions, the NMa gave the market more clarity regarding the interpretation of  

this transport obligation in cases when a regional network operator no longer has the requested 

transport capacity. If there is a capacity shortage, the network operator should make every effort 
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to still make the requested capacity available. A network operator may only temporarily refuse  

to make transport capacity available, if, for example, reliability and security of the network may  

be jeopardized. 

Vision document: ensuring energy distribution networks

Network operators have thus far been able to make all investments that are considered necessary. 

Regulation has stimulated network operators to work more eficiently. No indications have been 

reported about necessary investments being delayed or of any reductions in the quality of  

the regional electricity and gas networks. In fact, they continue to be of very high quality, even  

in an international context. Furthermore, the NMa concludes that it would be wise to continue  

to use the current general regulatory principles.

Grid safety

The NMa imposed a binding instruction on Dutch regional grid operator Liander as a result  

of a safety issue regarding lampposts in Amsterdam, which were found to be insuficiently safe. 

On a number of locations in Amsterdam, the current is not, or not fast enough, interrupted  

when there is a short-circuit on the grid, potentially causing lampposts becoming charged. 

Liander was ordered to draw up an action plan on how to ensure street-lighting safety, requiring 

Liander to deal with the locations with the highest safety risks within a year. 

Heat

The so-called Heat bill aims to protect consumers against too high prices for their heat 

 consumption. The price of heat is not allowed to exceed that of natural gas. Compliance with  

this new act will be enforced by the NMa, which has already studied the bill’s effects. One of the 

most important conclusions is that the tariff system included in the Heat Act is very complex.  

This may lead to questions among businesses and consumers. Another inding of the study is 

that heat providers in 2008 did not make any monopoly proits. Following the NMa’s advice,  

the Minister is currently working on an amendment making the tariff system more simple.  

This would prevent complex calculations, as well as high administrative burdens on businesses.  

It would offer more clarity to consumers, which would beneit the investment climate. 
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tranSport
The NMa is charged with regulation and oversight of railway infrastructure managers 

ProRail and Keyrail, Amsterdam airport Schiphol, the Dutch pilotage industry, and  

the municipal public transport companies of Amsterdam, The Hague and Rotterdam. 

There transport markets are marked by little or a complete lack of competition. However, 

regulation is needed to look after users’ interests. 

 Regulation of these markets is still relatively new and constantly evolving. 



Sport
In the rail market, it is about making sure that access to the infra-

structure is given in a non-discriminatory way. In the aviation 

market, the NMa is primarily focused on the tariffs that Schiphol 

can charge its customers for using the airport. In the pilotage 

industry, the NMa sets the tariffs that the pilots can charge for their 

services. And the municipal public transport companies must 

demonstrate that the subsidized transport segment is not used to 

fund the non-subsidized segment, since public transport in the 

major cities has not yet been publicly tendered. 

cooperation: rail corridors through europe 

The rail market, particularly the rail freight market, is an international market, since 80 per 

cent of those trains cross the border (source: Statistics Netherlands). Removing market 

barriers at a European level is therefore a critical condition for further growth. It means  

that rail infrastructure managers and governments need to aim for procedure and standard 

harmonization. Another important objective is to have regulators in the future not only 

cooperate by exchanging information and decision-making principles, as is already the case 

right now, but also handling complaints and carrying out oficial investigations together. 

The NMa cooperates with regulators from Belgium, Germany, Poland, Switzerland, Italy, 

Austria and the UK, including cooperation on three corridors. These corridors run from  

the Netherlands to the European hinterland. On the one hand, this cooperation’s aim is to 

exchange experiences at a substantive level about how to tackle market barriers, and, on the 

other hand, it is about bringing closer the harmonization of current and new regulations. 

Prompted by new regulations, which give regulators more powers, steps were made in 2010 

towards a cooperation agreement. The signing of which will take place in 2011 in the Hague.
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rail

rail Monitor is seeing progress

In its Fifth Rail Monitor, the NMa sees that the Dutch rail capacity market is developing in the 

right direction. However, the NMa does advise the network infrastructure managers to improve 

their planning when temporarily closing network segments for maintenance works. In addition, 

the NMa is in favor of more eficient tariffs for railway undertakings, with the network infrastructure 

managers, for example, differentiating on track-segment quality. Furthermore, the infrastructure 

charge needs to become more transparent. At the moment, railway undertakings are left in doubt 

for too long about potential future infrastructure charge increases. 

The Rail Monitor’s indings are at the heart of the NMa’s regulation of the rail industry. The aim  

is to have all railway undertakings have eficient access to the rail infrastructure and to the rail-

related services and facilities. Other critical aspects include having eficient tariffs, and that crucial 

information is made available at the same time and to the same extent to all railway undertakings. 

competitive european freight transport market

The monitor also reveals that many freight railway undertakings say they are still not satisied with 

the 0ne-stop-shop, a system in which freight railway undertakings can use different international 

train paths with just a single capacity-allocation request. The request procedure takes too much 

time, which hinders the creation of a single internal European market for freight transport. 

On November 11, 2010, the Regulation concerning a European rail network for competitive  

freight came into effect. The objective of this European regulation is to improve the quality of  

rail freight transport by establishing international rail corridors. One example of such corridors is  

the freight route Rotterdam (the Netherlands)    –      Genoa (Italy). The NMa and regulators in other 

countries will work together more closely to ensure a fair allocation of international capacity. The 

new regulation gives the NMa the power to launch oficial investigations or to handle complaints. 

The NMa wishes to play a leading role in this particular example of international cooperation. 

receiving tip-offs and indications

The NMa in 2010 opened a virtual front desk on its website (www.vervoerkamer.nl), offering  

interested parties the opportunity to submit tip-offs and indications. Transport undertakings in 

particular choose this option to notify the NMa of problems on the railway market. 

railway fueling stations

The capacity problems surrounding railway fueling stations have been largely resolved, according 

to an NMa survey. This survey had been launched following an analysis of the results of the 2008 

and 2009 Rail Monitors. Transport undertakings complained about long waiting periods, limited 

opening hours, limited access to railway fueling stations, inadequate provision of information, 

and high tariffs. Most important reason was the fact that fueling-capacity demand far exceeded 

supply. Demand for fueling capacity has substantially slowed down by now, in part because of the 

economic crisis. And problems in the future seem less likely as well: many transport undertakings 

have introduced electric trains, fueling stations will stay open much longer, and trains will be able 

to fuel much faster thanks to a technological innovation. The NMa is currently still looking into 

potential improvements with regard to the provision of information regarding energy supply on 

the rail infrastructure. 
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prorail

Dutch railway infrastructure manager ProRail and the railway undertakings will be joining forces  

in the so-called Operational Control Centre Railway (OCCR) in cases of rail disruptions and 

calamities. They will try to prevent these from happening in the irst place. The NMa welcomes  

all steps that are taken to increase the quality on the railway network for both passengers and 

shippers, but at the same time, it wants to prevent the level playing ield for railway undertakings 

from being potentially distorted. The NMa has therefore set four conditions to OCCR collaborations.

First, ProRail must guarantee that it will allocate rail capacity in an independent and non- 

discriminatory manner. Second, ProRail must ensure that railway undertakings cannot gain access 

to conidential information. Third, ProRail must charge the railway undertakings the costs of  

the OCCR, by means of an infrastructure charge. The fourth and inal condition is that ProRail 

must include all information regarding the OCCR in the network statement, which is the railway 

undertakings’ prospectus. 

amsterdam airport Schiphol

The NMa has approved the new cost and revenue allocation system for the period of January 1, 

2011 until January 1, 2016, regarding Amsterdam Airport Schiphol’s aviation-related activities.  

The NMa has oversight over Schiphol’s costs and revenues in order to prevent it from charging 

too excessive tariffs for aviation-related activities. The allocation system ensures that Schiphol will 

only be able to include the costs of aviation-related activities in the tariffs that airlines are charged. 

Costs of other activities cannot be included. Airlines are thus able to offer their customers their 

best prices possible. 

At the request of the Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management (now the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment), the NMa carried out a study into the question  

of whether Schiphol enjoyed a dominant position, and whether there are compelling reasons to 

justify continued operation of sector-speciic regulation. The study has revealed that Schiphol does 

indeed enjoy a dominant position on the market for making infrastructure available to airlines. 

Same goes for the market for granting access to ground-handling services, but Schiphol currently 

does not charge any access fee. Continued operation of sector-speciic regulation is desirable, 

since market outcome and welfare can be lastingly improved. Moreover, the beneits of regulation 

exceed its costs. If regulation were to be optimized, for example, by focusing more on improving 

eficiency, there could be ever more beneits. 

Dutch pilotage industry

Under the Dutch Pilotage Act, the NMa annually sets the pilotage tariffs. To that end, the NMa 

issued a decision about the 2011 pilotage tariffs. Those tariffs are allowed to increase by 6.6 per 

cent in 2011. The NMa has set higher pilotage tariffs than the Dutch Pilots’ Corporation (NLc)  

had proposed earlier, which had put forward an increase of 4.3 per cent. In early December, the 

Dutch Trade and Industry Appeals Tribunal (CBb) ruled on the pilotage tariffs of 2009 and 2010. 

According to the CBb, the NMa did not correctly apply the method for indexing the work  

compensation, which has resulted in the pilots receiving 15 million less in previous years than 
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they would have received if the method had been correctly applied, which has been included in 

the 2011 tariffs. 

In addition, the CBb concluded that the NMa should have assessed the overhead costs on under-

lying items, and it therefore reversed this particular item in the 2010 tariff decision. Finally, an 

imposed eficiency-related tariff cut sparked a discussion. According to the NMa, the pilots’ tariff 

proposal was too high because of an imbalance between direct pilotage hours and availability 

hours. That is why the NMa set a lower tariff than the pilots had proposed. The pilots argued that 

the imposed tariff cut would harm service quality. The CBb agreed with the NMa’s fundamental 

choice, but contended that the decision failed to adequately justify the tariff cut. 

public transport

Transdev and Veolia, two French public transport companies that are active on the Dutch market 

through their Dutch subsidiaries Connexxion and Veolia Transport, want to merge. Both companies 

offer bus and train services, as well as taxi services, including student transportation and demand-

responsive transport. Due to the planned merger’s size, said companies notiied the European 

Commission of their planned merger irst. However, since the merger could have a major impact 

on the Dutch market, the NMa asked the Commission if it instead could assess the effects on the 

Dutch public transport market. The part of the merger concerning the Dutch market was subse-

quently referred to the NMa. And the part concerning the French market was similarly referred to 

the French competition authority. 

To assess the merger plans, the NMa created a team of competition control and regulation experts. 

All available specialist knowledge was thus mobilized. The NMa established that the newly merged 

company would get a large share of the Dutch market. Mergers can result in price increases  

and lower quality levels, thereby negatively affecting riders. After an extensive investigation, the 

NMa gave the green light to the merger. It turned out that the merger would not lead to signii-

cant changes in prices and quality levels. Tenders for bus and train services will continue to be 

 competitive, as enough competition will remain in the market. The NMa based this conclusion on, 

among other things, the public transport companies’ historical bidding patterns, and how they 

took their competitors into account when making those bids. The NMa has additionally come to 

the conclusion that enough competition will remain in the market for taxi services as well.

Enough competition will remain in the market, ensuring 

 that tenders for bus and train services continue to be competitive.
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Oversight and   
cooperation

This contribution focuses on the question  

in what way cooperation plays a role in the 

speciication of oversight duties. The fact that 

cooperation forms an integral part of oversight 

is not under discussion here, but in what way 

regulators can specify cooperation is. First and 

foremost, cooperation comes up in the relation

ship between regulator and the undertakings 

that are regulated: in what way can and should 

regulators cooperate in this relationship?  

In addition, cooperation is a vital tool in  

oversight coordination with other regulators, 

both domestic and international ones. Finally,  

cooperation comes up in relationships with 

the ministries and ministers involved, and 

with Dutch parliament. 

Oversight aimed at  
cooperation

Vertical v. horizontal oversight

In oversight theory, two styles can be distin

guished: vertical and horizontal oversight. 

Vertical oversight is marked by using mostly 

traditional oversight instruments, such as 

orders subject to periodic penalty payments 

and administrative ines. This is the classic 

command-and control model 1: vertical coordi

nation, where behavior is corrected topdown. 

The opposite style is horizontal oversight, where 

cooperation is sought with the undertakings 

that are regulated. In this oversight style, trust 

forms the backbone of the relationship. 

Next to the traditional administrative tools, 

regulators can choose other forms of oversight 

that are more aimed at placing responsibility 

on the regulated party. Examples of this more 

horizontal style of oversight include self 

regulation, coregulation (optionally including 

system oversight), covenants, and stimulation 

of compliance programs. 

Why would one choose an oversight style that 

is aimed at cooperation? To others, shifting 

responsibilities onto the undertakings involved 

seemingly conlicts with the duties that the 

regulator is charged with. If it shifted respon

sibilities, would the regulator still be meeting 

its duties? Or does the regulator then impinge 

upon the very essence of its raison d’etre:  

oversight of undertakings? 

A regulator’s position vis-à-vis different market participants within its ield  

is a complex system of relationships and interplay. How these relationships 

are speciied depends on the style of oversight the regulator adopts: there  

is no standard recipe, but each relationship will be deined by the powers 

assigned thereto, the tools, the market conditions, and the market partici-

pants’ positions on that market. 

1 See R. Baldwin & M. Cave, Understanding 

regulation. Theory, Strategy and Practice, 

Oxford: Oxford University press, 1999,  

p. 35: “The force of law is used to prohibit 

certain forms of conduct or to demand some 

positive action or to lay down conditions  

for entry into the sector.” 
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Reasons

Various reasons can be cited for choosing  

an oversight style aimed at cooperation 2. A 

combination of several factors forces regulators 

to consult and cooperate more. First, it is a 

response to an increasingly more complex 

society, a trend that makes it basically impos

sible to keep relying on vertical coordination. 

At the same time, regulators are coming under 

more intense scrutiny when it comes to costs, 

and are facing pressure to cut costs, although 

this often does not include any reductions  

in duties. This affects the way oversight and 

enforcement are carried out. 

Regulators need to ind their own way and  

the right balance between ‘being strict when 

necessary’ and seeking cooperation whenever 

possible. 3 In order to realize the objectives  

of oversight, and to anticipate new develop

ments in the industries involved effectively,  

it is necessary that all parties from society 

cooperate. Being a good regulator means  

that regulators know what is going on in the 

market, that they are properly informed (for 

example, by way of consultations), and that 

they take into consideration the interests of 

market participants in light of the duties they 

are charged with. 

Oversight dilemma

However, such cooperation makes regulators 

vulnerable as well. Effective oversight requires 

their dependence on the undertakings involved, 

but at the same time, they need to keep  

their distance in order for them to regulate 

independently: the classic oversight dilemma 

(dependence v. distance). 4 Accountability and 

transparency of their actions are crucial 

elements in order to prevent the appearance  

of bias or unfairness.

What should not be underestimated is the 

impact of the recent inancial crisis on how 

people think about oversight. Regulators  

are treated more critically, and expectations 

about oversight are higher (“Where was the 

regulator?”). The public and lawmakers expect 

tougher interventions and stricter measures, 

which may hinder cooperation with under

takings. Regulators should remain mindful  

of these expectations, and take irm action if 

necessary. At the same time, they cannot lose 

sight of cooperation in situations where it can 

clearly lead to better results.

Market and horizontal oversight

In addition, critics question whether horizontal 

oversight and stimulation of competition go 

together, the latter being one of the most 

important duties of regulators. Is it possible 

for market participants to consult with and 

amongst each other, when healthy competition 

is the objective? Within the market regulatory 

framework, there should be room for consulta

tions, in one form or another, and with the  

big stick of irm regulatory action as a threat, 

in order to safeguard competition effectively. 

This does not mean though that the old, Dutch 

cartel paradise is making a comeback, not as 

long as regulators keep tabs on things and see 

to it that competition rules are carefully 

observed. 

In competition oversight, interest in horizontal 

instruments to make oversight more effective, 

such as anticartel enforcement, is increasing. 

\]]^_`^ a__bc, Ph.D.

2 A.T. Ottow, ‘De markt meester? De zoek-

tocht naar nieuwe vormen van toezicht’, 

inaugural of September 18, 2008,  

The Hague, Boom Juridische Uitgevers, 

2009.

3 I. Ayres en J. Braithwaite, Responsive  

regulation: transcending the deregulation 

debate, New York: Oxford University Press, 

1992.

4 Two regulatory concepts are used here.  

The term information asymmetry means 

that the regulator has less information than 

the regulated undertakings have, and is 

thus put at a disadvantage. The term  

capture means that the regulator, when 

seeking information from the regulated 

undertakings, can be ‘captured’ by these 

undertakings, and subsequently is no  

longer able to make independent, objective 

decisions.

Does the regulator then impinge upon the very essence 

of its raison d'être: oversight of undertakings?
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Oversight itself is mainly focused on coopera

tion and dialogue in order to track down  

violations and to eliminate them, also with an 

eye to increasing oversight effectiveness, and 

thus also realizing more competition. 5 This is 

also true for sectorspeciic regulators that the 

EU has charged with oversight on speciic 

markets. Its basic principle is compliance with 

regulations: undertakings must observe the 

law. Industries and market participants beneit 

from competition and a marketbased system. 

Regulators should actively enforce compliance, 

but compliance can also be realized by stimu

lating undertakings to do this of their own 

accord. Regulators are not required to use 

repressive instruments only, or that they should 

primarily track down violations that should 

then be penalized. In fact, preventing violations 

from happening should be considered one  

of the most important duties of regulators.  

In recent years, the NMa, too, has embraced 

preventive oversight, aimed at cooperation, 

where it is not just about penalization. In this 

special section, an example from the energy 

industry will be discussed. 

Compliance agreements

This preventive oversight should also include 

active stimulation of compliance, for example, 

by means of covenants or arrangements about 

compliance with regulations. Oversight and 

enforcement policy should be aimed at these 

objectives. Undertakings that have compliance 

programs in place are sometimes ‘rewarded’ 

with the possibility of receiving a ine reduction, 

should an undertaking nonetheless violate 

competition law. However, if it is merely 

windowdressing, noncompliance with 

 regulations or the compliance program will 

then be used as an aggravating circumstance 

when determining the level of the ine.  

Regulators are advised to actively encourage 

undertakings to draw up and comply with 

compliance programs. This means not just 

taking these programs into account (their 

existence and how they work), but also  

encouraging regulated undertakings to intro

duce such programs. The NMa should play an 

active role in this process. In 2010, the NMa 

has actively sought to conclude compliance 

agreements with the home case industry  

(see the section on health care on page 18).

Commitment decisions

Following European competition law, a new 

instrument was recently added to the Dutch 

Competition Act, the socalled commitment 

instrument, which means that commitments 

that the undertaking in question puts forward 

itself can be declared binding by the NMa in  

a commitment decision. Protracted sanction 

procedures are thus avoided, and, at the same 

time, the disputed behavior in question is 

quickly put to an end. In 2010, the NMa 

issued commitment decisions with regard  

to insurance pools and to hospitals. 

Use of the instrument of commitment  

decisions is highly recommended. In fact, 

other regulators should also be given this  

legal instrument. It will allow them to inish  

a sanction procedure quickly and in a trans

parent way, as well as prevent future harm. 

Cooperation between  
regulatory bodies

Oversight requires coordination between  

regulators, insofar there is an overlap with 

their regulatory duties. A perfect world, in 

which duties and markets for each regulator 

are precisely spelled out, does not exist.  

For historical and political reasons, there is  

an abundance of regulators, which calls for 

harmonization of regulatory activities. 

In addition, the world constantly changes 

because of market and technological develop

ments. Such developments are usually not 

5 For several critical opinions on this  

horizontal approach, see: D. Waelbroeck, 

‘Le développement en droit Européen  

de la concurrence des solutions négociées 

(engagements, clémence, non-contestation 

des faits et transactions): que va-t-il rester 

aux juges?’, The Global Competition  

Law Centre Working Papers Series, GCLC  

Working paper 01/08, www.gclc.coleurop.be.
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6 For example, see: ECJ EU March 9, 2010, 

case C-518/07, Commission v. Germany, 

with note ATO in Tijdschrift voor Toezicht 

2010 (1) 3, p. 78 – 86.

followed, or if so, much later, by legal, institu

tional and organizational changes. It is there

fore necessary that regulators anticipate these 

developments, and harmonize their regulatory 

activities, insofar they are legally allowed to do 

so. Harmonization often includes cooperation 

protocols, policy harmonization, or informal 

consultations with regard to case assessments. 

Avoiding duplicate oversight should be the 

basic principle here. Furthermore, exchanging 

expertise and experiences among each other 

could help improve oversight, for example, with 

regard to enforcement strategies. Combining 

knowledge and employee training programs 

are examples of useful cooperation activities. 

More synergy beneits can be realized in that 

area, and regulators should actively start 

working together. This special section covers 

both national and international cooperation. 

Regulators are merging

This automatically raises the question of 

whether or not cooperation should lead to a 

merger between regulators. This is a very rele

vant topic, as Dutch lawmakers are currently 

discussing the consolidation of the NMa, the 

Independent Post and Telecommunications 

Authority (OPTA), and the Dutch Consumer 

Authority (CA). An integrated regulatory body 

does not necessarily equal integrated oversight. 

Before we can truly speak of integrated over

sight, the organizational consolidation needs 

to be followed by a revision of the underlying, 

material legislation, so that sectorspeciic 

regulation and competition oversight can be 

carried out in a coordinated way. European 

obligations, which often play an important  

role in sectorspeciic regulation, cannot be 

lost track of in this process. Even if it was  

just a consolidation in organizational terms, 

extensive harmonization and cooperation 

would then still be necessary because of  

the different laws that are in place, although 

sharing expertise and staff would then be 

easier. 

European cooperation

Cooperation between national competition 

authorities takes place at a European level  

as well, usually in the form of informal or 

formal networks (in competition oversight,  

for example, cooperation takes place through 

the European Competition Network (ECN)).  

These networks serve, generally speaking, three 

different purposes. The most important one is 

bringing expertise to the European legislative 

process (expertise role). The second concerns 

the harmonization of the application of EU 

laws in each country by drawing up uniform 

standards with regard to the application of EU 

guidelines (coordination role). Finally, national 

regulators in the network offer expertise to 

and comments on each other’s application of 

laws (peer review role). These networks thus 

play an invaluable role in the harmonization 

process in Europe, and are a cornerstone of 

the integration process of national markets. 

Cooperation with minister(s)

Cooperation is a crucial aspect in the relation

ship visàvis the ministers and ministries 

concerned, too. When drawing up legislation 

and policy rules, lawmakers and ministries 

should take advantage of the expertise that 

regulators have, as well as take into account 

the recommendations of regulators when 

enforcing new laws. To that end, regulators 

should have enough resources and instruments 

at their disposal. In Dutch constitutional and 

civil law, policy and enforcement are separated. 

Yet in daily practice, this separation is a some

what dificult subject. However, this should 

not stand in the way of forging a healthy  

cooperation relationship. Some distance should 

obviously be kept, so that the regulator’s  

independence does not come into play. Euro

pean laws in particular set out increasingly 

stricter requirements on the independence of 

regulators.6 The minister responsible should 
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limit himself to the issuance of general policy 

rules or instructions, but is not allowed to 

interfere in individual cases. The Dutch Trade 

and Industry Appeals Tribunal (CBb) recently 

was critical of the Minister of Economic Affairs’ 

interference in a decision by the Board of the 

NMa regarding tariffs of Dutch gas transport 

company Gasunie. 7  

One must remain watchful: cooperation has 

its limits, and regulators should be able to 

assess cases on their own.

Conclusion

Cooperation is an essential component of 

oversight. Without any cooperation with  

the regulated undertakings, other regulators  

and ministries, regulators would lose track  

of reality. However, the independence of  

regulators is something quite valuable.  

Regulators should retain their independence 

under any circumstances by inding the right 

balance between cooperation and making 

independent assessments. 

Annetje Ottow, Ph.D., is professor in Economic Public Law at the 

Europa Institute at Utrecht University, and is an associated member 

of the Board of the Independent Post and Telecommunications 

Authority (OPTA).

7 CBb, June 29, 2010, GTS v. NMa, LJN: 

BM9470.
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National and   
international  
cooperation

The Consultation Forum of 
Regulatory Bodies

Since 2008, the NMa has actively participated 

in the Consultation Forum of Regulatory 

Bodies (MTb). The forum acts as a platform 

for multilateral cooperation between six major 

regulators in the Netherlands: the Netherlands 

Competition Authority (NMa), the Dutch 

 Independent Post and Teleccommunications 

Authority (OPTA), the Dutch Healthcare 

Authority (NZa), the Consumer Authority (CA), 

the Netherlands Authority for the Financial 

Markets (AFM), and the Dutch central bank 

(DNB). In their daytoday work, these regula

tors face similar questions. In the forum,  

regulators share knowledge and best practices, 

and agree on joint approaches to certain topics. 

Risk-oriented oversight

In March 2010, Malcom Sparrow, professor of 

the practice of public management at Harvard’s 

John F. Kennedy School of Government, gave 

a twoday masterclass to employees of the 

regulators sitting on the MTb. Mr. Sparrow 

gave a comprehensive view at an advanced level 

of recent developments in enforcement strategy 

and of risk control challenges. He particularly 

emphasized the challenges of a riskoriented 

approach as an alternative to an organization 

structure based on tasks and processes. A risk

oriented approach has profound implications 

for the balance between legal, economic and 

sectorspeciic competences. Using case 

studies, the masterclass participants tried this 

approach in several workshops. 

Topics

At the MTb meetings, a number of topics  

were put forward that qualiied for increased 

mutual harmonization in the next few years. 

The aim is to lay down these topics in a joint 

working agenda. 

Economic rationality v. political and social 

argumentation

Sometimes, decisions that regulators have 

taken may have been supported with sound 

economic arguments, but were hard to sell  

to the public or to lawmakers. One example is 

buyer power: the moment small suppliers or 

providers encounter problems, objections are 

raised, even though buyer power may beneit 

consumers. The MTb wants to be able to  

identify this type of topics at an earlier stage.

Measuring oversight effectiveness

All regulators are faced with the fact that the 

costs of their activities are often much more 

visible than the beneits thereof. The costs  
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to enforce compliance are often discussed at 

great length, whereas the beneits are much 

harder to deine. If regulators do their job well, 

there are no violations or abuses, which makes 

it seem as if regulators are not needed after all. 

This disproportionate amount of attention to 

costs and beneits has resulted in private 

enterprise, lawmakers and the public calling, 

on an almost permanent basis, for less over

sight and fewer regulatory costs – although 

there are brief spells of calls for increased  

oversight when major abuses are exposed. The 

MTb wants to explore options for measuring 

the beneits of oversight, and how to better 

communicate them to the public. 

international cooperation

Participating in and sharing knowledge within 

international networks, close cooperation  

with the European Commission and with 

other members of the European Competition 

Network, and bilateral relationships with other 

regulators abroad are all factors that are of great 

importance to the NMa for being able to work 

effectively. The European and international 

dimension of the NMa’s activities is irmly 

embedded in its daytoday work. International 

knowledge and experience are shared within 

the organization through online reports and 

internal presentations and trainings. 

europe

Cooperation takes place at various levels: from 

giving advice on regulations to operational 

cooperation in individual cases. Tips and  

strategies are exchanged with other competition 

authorities. The NMa thus beneits from the 

experiences of others, thereby avoiding inefi

ciencies in investigations. Thanks to the ECN 

network, it is possible, for example, to share 

documents and experts for dawn raids and 

investigations in case of suspected  violations 

of the Dutch Competition Act.  

The investigation into the lour market is a case 

in point, where not just Dutch undertakings 

were involved in the illegal activities, but also 

German and Belgian ones. In this investigation, 

important pieces of evidence in particular  

were exchanged between the member states 

involved. In addition, there were regular  

meetings and updates on the investigation’s 

progress and indings, both in the investi

gation phase and in the sanction phase. 

The NMa contributes to European legislation, 

thereby ensuring that the Dutch point of  

view is included in European competition 

rules, insofar as possible. In the ECN network,  

the NMa actively participates in advisory 

committees on individuals cases, in general 

and sectorspeciic working groups, and in 

expert meetings of the European Commission. 

 Examples include the NMa contributions to 

the revision of European legislation with regard 

to the Block Exemption Regulations for the 

insurance sector, and on horizontal agreements 

between undertakings. The latter was adopted 

by the European Commission in December 

2010, after several months of consultations. 

The public contribution of the NMa can be 

found on the European Commission’s website. 

The NMa additionally writes substantive  

articles for the ECN Newsletter, a bimonthly 

publication of the European Commission. 

Furthermore, the NMa maintains various  

relationships with neighboring member  

states covering both procedural and industry 

developments with regard to competition.

International opinions, decisionmaking and 

court rulings inluence the way the NMa 

carries out its duties. This is particularly the 

case with regard to developments in European 

competition rules and policy. One example of  

a farreaching court ruling is the ECJ ruling in 

the Mobile Operators case (ECJ June 4, 2009). 

The Court gave the Dutch judge guidelines 

regarding evidence that is used to prove 
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concerted practices (CBb, August 13, 2010). 

Those ECJ guidelines seep into Dutch practice 

because they are included in the ruling of the 

Dutch judge.

international conference

In 2010, the NMa took on a leading role  

internationally by, among other things, 

becoming member of the Steering Group of 

the International Competition Network (ICN), 

which represents more than 100 competition 

authorities around the world. The NMa has 

been invited to host ICN’s 10year jubilee 

conference in The Hague in 2011.  

Approximately 500 attendants are expected.  

At the conference, an agenda for the future 

will be set out. Host countries can propose  

a topic of their own. For the 2011 conference, 

the NMa chose “Competition Enforcement 

and Consumer Welfare: Setting the Agenda”.  

The goal is to draw up an international  

reference framework about the way consumer 

welfare can be increased when enforcing and 

applying competition laws.

Knowledge exchange

The NMa also plays a role in the exchange of 

knowledge internationally. Within the OECD, 

the NMa works together with the Dutch 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation. The NMa contributes substantive 

papers on developments in Dutch practice, 

which are important for international  

comparisons. For example, the NMa in 2010 

participated in roundtable discussions on 

“Horizontal Agreements in the Environmental 

Context” and “Procedural Fairness”. 

Within the context of the OECD’s Outreach 

program, the NMa provided South Africa  

with support. South Africa was particularly 

interested in the NMa’s experiences with the 

construction industry fraud a couple of years 

ago. With regard to bilateral relationships, 

experts from Turkey and Israel in 2010 visited 

the NMa to learn from our enforcement  

experiences. In addition, experience has been 

shared with Ukraine. 

international ranking 

In 2010, the competitionlaw journal Global 

Competition Review once again compiled  

a ranking of competition authorities around 

the world. The NMa was awarded a 3.5 star 

rating (category ‘good’), the same as in 2008, 

thereby securing a joint tenth place on the 

world ranking, together with countries such  

as Canada, Denmark and Japan.
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dependent on their shareholders. Should the 

alternative enforcement route not result in the 

desired situation, the NMa could still revert to 

the other option: imposing a sanction.

Looking back on it, the NMa is pleased with  

its approach. By taking a positive stance, the 

network operators and shareholders have 

helped in improving the inancial situation. 

The alternative enforcement route thus helped 

bring the inancial situation back in order in  

a relatively short amount of time. After the 

acquisition and reinancing transaction by 

Alliander, Endinet currently meets all statutory 

requirements. Similarly, Intergas avoided  

a sanction thanks to a capital injection by 

shareholders of 440 million. 

The two mangers involved, Mr. Van Mourik 

(director Intergas) and Mr. Olij (director  

business development at Alliander) explain 

their experiences with the NMa’s alternative 

enforcement route:

Background

In July 2008, the Decision on Financial 

Management of Network Operators (hereafter: 

Decision) came into operation. This Decision 

imposes requirements on inancial manage

ment of network operators to make sure that  

a network operator does not take too great a 

inancial risk, and will therefore always be able 

to carry out its statutory duties. For example, 

network operators must meet four inancial 

ratios or must have a statement of credit

worthiness. An NMa study revealed that 

Endinet and Intergas did meet the require

ments laid down in the Decision. 

The NMa wanted Endinet and Intergas to meet 

the requirements as soon as possible. These 

parties wanted to help ind a solution, so the 

NMa was in a position to suggest alternative 

enforcement. The NMa opted for this approach 

because imposition of a sanction, such as an 

administrative ine, would rather hurt than 

help the network operators’ inancial situation. 

Furthermore, in their effort to get their inancial 

situations in order, the network operators were 

Cooperation with  
the energy industry

To the NMa, imposing sanctions is not an end in itself. Our main priority is 

optimal compliance with the law. That is why the NMa in each case looks at 

what is the best way to achieve the desired result: by imposing sanctions or 

by way of other means. The NMa increasingly uses alternative enforcement 

methods, such as having organizations draw up an action plan to improve 

compliance, and then seeing to it that they implement their own plan.  

In 2010, the NMa has taken the route of alternative enforcement twice in  

the energy industry: with regard to network operators Intergas and Endinet 

(since 2010, Endinet is part of Alliander).
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Mr. Van Mourik (intergas) 
‘In the investigation phase, relations with the NMa were quite dificult and formal at irst.  

Over the course of the investigation, we gradually began to understand each other’s positions 

better and better. This made it possible to look for a good solution together. 

The fact that, at irst, the NMa was formal really helped me in my meetings with Intergas’ share

holders, which are twenty municipalities. It is often said that ‘giving money to municipalities  

is much easier than asking for money’. From day one, the NMa made it clear that they would 

deinitely launch an enforcement procedure if a solution was not found soon. When I told  

the shareholders that the NMa was not kidding, I was able to raise the necessary 440 million.  

All shareholders contributed – not one of them stepped back. 

Cooperation with the NMa went smoothly. Intergas, too, beneits from a healthier inancial  

position. At irst, we had to get used to the suspicious attitude of the NMa. To me, it is like the 

stereotypical tax collector – he never trusts what he sees, and wants to have something to show 

for. Obviously, it is a good thing that the NMa has a healthy dose of suspicion, but if we can 

prove that we did everything we could to meet inancial regulations, we want to get some credits 

for that as well.’ 

Mr. olij (alliander)
Michiel Olij of Alliander faced a slightly different initial situation. ‘When we acquired Endinet  

in 2010, we at Alliander basically jumped on a speeding train. What struck us was how concerned 

the NMa as a regulator was. It was good that we sat at both ends of the table with the decision

makers. The situation was that urgent and important enough for the NMa to make time in the 

schedules of member of the Board Mr. De Keijzer and director Mr. Plug.

Could they have done it differently, with less pressure? The NMa was watching the situation very 

closely. The NMa could have said to us: ‘Be careful. If you acquire Endinet, you have to meet the 

inancial requirements’. The level of involvement on the NMa’s part caused quite a commotion. 

At that point, it might have been better if that level of involvement had been slightly less. On the 

other hand, it did help us get all of the necessary OKs, which meant we did not have to wait that 

long to hear the result.’

All in all, I found the NMa’s approach constructive and solutionoriented. We were working 

together to ind solutions to the problems. In our case, the instrument of alternative enforcement 

worked well. It remains to be seen whether Endinet would have been better off if a capital  

injection had been required. The company seems to be in calmer waters now, which is good 

from a society point of view as well. 

One thing that needs attention though is that the NMa brought in a lot of external people into 

the process. My suggestion would be to have that expert knowledge inhouse rather than to hire 

it. In our case, we were sometimes talking with so many outsiders. The NMa could risk failing  

to increase its own knowledge.’

M. Olij

R. Van Mourik 
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Cooperation turns   
into consolidation

Addressing the Dutch House of Representatives, Dutch Minister of Economic 

Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation Maxime Verhagen on November 24, 2010, 

announced his intentions of exploring options of combining the Dutch  

Independent Post and Telecommunications Authority (OPTA), the Dutch 

Consumer Authority (CA) and the NMa into a new, single regulatory body.  

On behalf of the Board of the NMa, Henk Don has been involved in the 

consultations about this issue. 

Let’s cut to the chase here: what will be the 

name of the new regulatory body?

‘I get this question a lot, but in such a complex 

process, in which we attempt to consolidate 

multiple regulatory bodies, the name is actually 

not a top priority. It is the joint ambition of all 

parties involved to create a new regulatory 

body from the ground up instead of simply 

adding up the existing organizations. And that 

calls for a name that does justice to what we do: 

general competition oversight, sectorspeciic 

regulation, and consumer protection. These 

are all aspects of being a market regulator.  

I’m conident that there are creative people  

out there who can come up with good names. 

But as we don’t have a name yet, we use the 

working title “the new authority”.’

You said ‘Not simply adding up the existing 

organizations’: what do you mean by that?

‘The consolidation must have added value, in 

the form of more effective oversight and cost 

savings, wherever possible – in that particular 

order, if it were up to me. We won’t deny that 

this operation is part of the government 

program to create a more eficient government, 

and of the spending cuts laid down in the 

current administration’s coalition agreement. 

However, as joint regulatory bodies, we see 

opportunities for improving oversight and 

regulation. Housing multiple forms of over

sight in a single organization will make it 

easier to develop tailormade approaches to 

problems. Each market is different, and has  

its own problems and solutions. Sometimes  

it is necessary to impose a priori, by way of 

regulation, strict rules on how businesses can 

act (think of the energy networks, for example), 

and there are markets where consumers can 

be protected even better and can be stimulated 

to ask critical questions. At the same time,  

the new authority should obviously still be  

on its toes, ready to take actions against cartels 

or abuses of dominant positions in ‘normal’ 

markets (think of the lour cartel, for example, 

which was imposed a hefty ine in 2010).  

In regulated industries, competition oversight, 

merger control and consumer protection 

should dovetail with regulation. As a single 

organization, it becomes easier to come up 

with new ideas, and possibly with better  

solutions as well. The new authority’s profes

sionals will then think in terms of market 

solutions, without being restricted in their 

thinking process by the different powers that 

are currently separated: “1 plus 1 thus equals 

more than 2”.’

You say this operation is also intended to cut 

government spending. How much will the 

new authority save and how will it happen?

‘How much exactly is not known yet, but it  

will be hard to cut more than 41.5 million. 

That is a huge igure, considering the amount 
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we have already cut in these past few years.  

On the one hand, the administration wants  

to cut spending, but on the other hand, there 

are calls for more and better oversight. That is 

a risky combination. On top of that, the courts, 

too, increasingly set out more stringent require

ments to our assessments and argumentation. 

It is thus going to be quite an operation to 

safeguard and increase the effectiveness of  

our oversight. 

The NMa currently already handles a substantial 

share of the Consumer Authority’s corporate 

services. Combining OPTA’s corporate services 

with ours will obviously create costsaving 

opportunities. However, do not expect too 

much from this though – probably 41.5 million 

at the most. We also see opportunities in 

removing minor differences between rules and 

procedures in laws that are similar in terms  

of basic principles. But this too will result in 

minor cost savings. Substantial savings can be 

realized through more fundamental legislative 

changes. In all areas of oversight (regulation, 

competition oversight, and consumer protec

tion), there are rules whose effectiveness  

can be questioned, as well as how much they 

actually contribute towards effective oversight. 

Here is just one example: sectorspeciic regu

lation is sometimes set up in such a way that 

decisions require extensive consultative and 

preparatory procedures, and even then, the 

parties involved have the opportunity to take 

legal actions against the decisions for years. 

Lawmakers could opt for a more eficient 

procedure, while maintaining legal protection. 

However, eficiency improvements in oversight 

can only be realized up to a certain point, 

because many tasks are the result of European 

regulations.’

Cutbacks and a different way of working:  

I can imagine that people are not too thrilled 

about the consolidation. What is the current 

mood like?

‘I can only speak for the NMa. People are  

obviously anxious – they love their work.  

They want to be sure that their duties won’t  

be overlooked in the new authority, or even  

be eliminated. They want to do a good job, but 

they are also feeling the pressure rising as a 

result of the cutbacks. I can see that the people 

at OPTA and CA share that enthusiasm and 

love for their jobs. In my opinion, that provides 

a solid, common basis for integrating the 

different cultures in the long run. And therein 

lies the key to success for the new authority. 

The new authority offers new opportunities. 

The diversity in tasks will be greater.  

Workplace mobility may increase, as well as 

advancement opportunities. A bigger organi

zation has economies of scale, which means 

we will be able to do more inhouse, such as 

arguing in objection and appeal cases.  

A new, larger authority will also be able to 

expand the range of trainings and courses  

of the internal academy even more. This may 

appeal to all employees, whether they be 

young or experienced. Hopefully, we will be 

able to prevent qualiied individuals from 

switching to the private sector.’ 

Are you not afraid that such a big authority 

might negatively affect the manageability 

thereof? How many people will work at the 

new authority?

‘The new authority, in the form that is currently 

envisioned, will have approximately 600 

employees, who will deal with a broad range  

of duties. Manageability is therefore deinitely 

a point of particular interest. We tend to point 

out this speciic aspect every time the possi

bility is raised of including other regulatory 

bodies, for example the Dutch Healthcare 

Authority.’ 

Henk Don
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So consolidating the OPTA, the CA, and  

the NMa is just the beginning?

‘Further expansion is an option, but an organi

zation should be able to maintain coherence 

and consistency. Management should remain 

able to stay close to the authority’s core 

processes in order for it to monitor the chosen 

direction. On the other hand, a board must  

not get too involved in order to still be able  

to make decisions in case of dilemmas. Even 

though regulation, competition oversight and 

consumer protection are, to a considerable 

degree, connected with one another on a 

substantive level, it is inevitable that the new 

authority will face dificult situations. The 

more duties it has, the more dilemmas it will 

face. That is what makes leading an organiza

tion so challenging at the same time.’ 

How would you set up the management 

 structure of the new authority?

‘How exactly is up to the Ministry. The minister 

has indicated he sees a Board with three 

members. For the transitional period towards 

the new authority, he has stated that it may  

be wise to temporarily have ive members on  

the Board. It is crucial that, with a new Board, 

the new authority’s pillars – regulation, 

competition oversight and consumer protection 

– continue to be visible to the outside world, 

including Europe. We have said to each  

other from the start that we must keep the  

best practices. It is my impression that the 

three of us are currently held in high esteem 

in Europe, as relected by the prestigious 

chairmanships we hold. European rules and 

collaborations are becoming increasingly 

important in oversight, which means the  

new authority should invest considerably in 

these areas.’ 
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Key igures OPTA Consumer Authority NMa

Legal status AAA (‘big’) government agency AAA (‘small’)

Management Chairman of the Board Chris 

Fonteijn; members of the 

Board (non-executive) Annet 

Aris and Mark de Jong; associ-

ated member of the Board 

Annetje Ottow.

Director Bernadette  

van Buchem

Chairman of the Board Pieter 

Kalbleisch (until July 1, 2011); 

members of the Board  

Henk Don and Jaap de Keijzer.

Annual budget c18 million c6.6 million c45.9 million

Staff 137 50 433

Duties Oversight and regulation 

under the Dutch Telecommu-

nications Act, Dutch Postal 

Act and European Regulations 

2887/2000 and 717/2007.

Enforcement of sections a  

and b of annex Consumer 

Protection Enforcement Act 

(including community  

violations); Single Liaison 

Ofice under Article 3, section 

d of European Regulation 

2006/2004; information 

portal for consumer rights.

Oversight and regulation 

under the Dutch Competition 

Act; European Regulations 

1/2003 and 139/2004,  

Section 5:88 of the Dutch 

Financial Supervision Act; 

Dutch Electricity Act 1998  

and Regulation 1228/2003; 

Dutch Gas Act and Regulation 

1775/2005; Dutch Passenger 

Transport Act; Dutch Railway 

Act; Dutch Aviation Act and 

Dutch Pilotage Act. 



The NMa’s current legal status is that of  

a so-called Autonomous Administrative 

Authority (AAA). Are you very attached  

to that status?

‘Yes I am, and it is a sentiment I share with 

other regulators. The reason is that European 

rules call for a high degree of independence, 

but also because we enforce oversight on  

the behavior of businesses that are partially  

or fully controlled by the government. That 

means that regulators should maintain their 

distance. The CA is an agency of the Ministry, 

whereas the NMa is a socalled ‘small AAA’ 

and the OPTA is a ‘big AAA’. The difference 

between small and big AAAs is that the NMa’s 

employees are oficially employed with the 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture  

and the Environment. Only the Board of the 

NMa has the status of AAA, not the entire 

organization.’

Having a ‘small AAA’ status has its beneits, 

such as being able to join in on various 

government initiatives at a national level, but 

having a ‘big AAA’status can have beneits, 

too. The kind of recruitment strategy a ‘big 

AAA’ can employ, for example, is much more 

lexible for this type of organization than that 

of a ministry. The new authority will extensively 

deal with the private sector, so it will continu

ously have to compete with it, too. A recent 

evaluation of the NMa (as AAA) stated that 

market knowledge acquisition is essential.  

But then we should have the resources and 

facilities to attract qualiied individuals instead 

of always having to see them leave. This issue 

may not be as relevant in the current job 

market, but we should think of the future.’ 

Speaking of the future: when do you expect 

the new authority to become reality?

‘The minister has mentioned January 1, 2013. 

That is an ambitious target, but not an 

 unattainable one. We still have a long way  

to go. A steering group has been set up, 

consisting of Chris Fonteijn from the OPTA, 

Bernadette van Buchem from the CA, and 

myself on behalf of the NMa, chaired by an 

independent chairman, which looks at, among 

other things, the organizational structure of 

the new authority, its management structure 

and its inancing structure. We will be 

focusing on these issues until June 1, 2011.  

At the same time, a legislative process is 

 obviously set into motion, one that is necessary 

for the consolidation. It may be possible to 

make some steps in 2011 or 2012 already  

by working together much closer, but the 

actual consolidation will still take quite some 

time though.’
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Finance
This section contains the abbreviated 
version of the 2010 inancial report of 
the NMa’s civil service organization, 
and of the Autonomous Administrative 
Authority NMa.  



Like in 2009, the NMa did not exceed its budget in terms of 

liabilities. 

In 2010, the NMa exceeded its budget in terms of expenditures.

For a signiicant part, cash is a result of previously incurred 

liabilities. For several years now, EL&I and NMa have followed 

the rule that the cash and liabilities budgets in any year should 

be equal. Any balance resulting from outstanding liabilities  

from previous years will not be taken into account. So far, this 

has not been a problem. The NMa has always been able not  

to exceed the cash and liabilities budgets.

In 2010, there was a problem however, caused by a substantial 

increase in the 2009 liabilities budget. This resulted in an 

outstanding balance of 110,155,177 in combination with a sharp 

decrease in 2010 of the cash budget of 13,838,500. As a result, 

when reducing the outstanding liabilities, it ‘automatically’ 

leads to the cash budget being exceeded. The NMa in 2010 

reduced outstanding liabilities with 13,474,993. 

i nMa (civil service organization)

The Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation (EL&I) directs funds for staff and resources to  

the NMa, which are allocated by means of a budget letter (see  

table 1). The Ofice of Transport Regulation (VK, part of the 

Ofice of Energy and Transport Regulation) is inanced by the 

Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (IenM) through 

the budget of EL&I. Fines imposed by the VK are transferred  

to IenM. The NMa (and EL&I) use cash-based accounting.  

Cash expenditures are a natural consequence of this, which  

are speciied in more detail in table 4. 

The most important fact is that the NMa did not exceed its 

budget in terms of liabilities. With respect to liabilities, the NMa 

underspent by 0.6 per cent. With respect to cash expenditures, 

the NMa overspent by 13.1 million, which had already been 

reported to EL&I at a very early stage. This overspending could 

have been 1700,000 lower, if two large invoices had been 

moved to 2011. After consultation with EL&I, this option was 

not chosen. 

In 2010, the level of reported income was 128.8 million.  

The majority of this income comes from ines imposed in 2010 

and earlier. In 2010, income from ines and interest totaled  

124.1 million. 

pricing principles

All amounts are included against their nominal value. The full 

amount of the receivables continues to be included until they 

are declared uncollectible after being considered irrecoverable.

overview 2010

Table 1 Realization with respect to the EL&I budget letter
(in 3)

Description Liabilities Expenditures Income

Budget letter 45,935,000 46,069,000 31,699,000

Realization 45,656,198 49,131,191 28,767,520

Underspending + / 

Overspending -
278,802 -3,062,191 2,931,480

As a percentage 0,61% -6,65% 9,25%

Liabilities  

Table 2 Liabilities (in 3)

Description Allocated 
budget 2010

Realization 
2010

Realization 
2009

Personnel 31,795,000 30,577,158 30,956,470

Materials 14,140,000 15,079,040 15,942,681

total 45,935,000 45,656,198 46,899,151

expenditures  

Table 3: expenditures (in 3) 

Description Allocated 
budget 2010

Realization 
2010

Realization 
2009

Personnel 31,795,000 31,986,178 31,666,420

Materials 14,274,000 17,145,013 15,532,830

total 46,069,000 49,131,191 47,199,250
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With regard to personnel, temporary hiring expenditures have 

decreased considerably. The NMa has thus achieved its target 

with regard to this item. 

The increases in material expenditures in 2010 can largely be 

attributed to maintenance and management, the efforts to house 

all of the NMa activities in one building, and to the organization 

of the ICN conference. The project to move all of the NMa  

activities into a single building will eventually result in lower 

rents. The annual ICN conference for competition authorities 

around the world will be hosted by the NMa this year.

Table 4: expenditures (in 3)

Ledger account and description Allocated 
budget 2010

Realization 
2010

Realization 
2009

Personnel    

400000 Salary costs  27.400.724 24.726.711

400001 Overtime  37.167 25.323

400002 One-off extras / Small gifts personnel  403.768 658.407

400019 Welfare  1.540 1.935

410000 Internship and committee payments  49.036 40.912

410020 Interim management  274.042 528.122

410021 Advice on organization and stafing  103.225 108.522

410033 Temporary employees  2.620.085 3.804.533

410039 Services between government agencies  69.837 65.060

415002 Education and training  837.491 1.125.812

415003 Recruitment  40.490 393.411

415004 Other personnel costs  40.285 69.986

415006 Other personnel costs (corporate)  800 0

416012 Redundancy schemes  107.689 90.912

416013 Redundancy costs  0 26.775

Total personnel 31.795.000 31.986.178 31.666.420

Total material 14.274.000 17.145.013 15.532.830

General total 46.069.000 49.131.191 47.199.250
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The total income amount (131,699,000) includes an amount  

of 116,600,000 for Total High Trust. Total High Trust is for  

the NMa, the CA, OPTA and the Radiocommunications Agency 

Netherlands (AT). The current amount of 116,600,000 was 

established in the 2010 Fall Report, by a negative adjustment of 

19,900,000 to the original high-trust budget of 126,500,000. 

This adjustment in the Fall Report is based on income projec-

tions as reported by each of the four regulators. The high-trust 

realization of the NMa over 2010 did not signiicantly deviate 

from the reported projection in the Fall Report. It can thus be 

concluded that the NMa was able to realize a substantial part  

of the total budget. 

In the Fall Report, the income received by virtue of Fees NMa 

has been lowered with 11,315,000 to 11,470,000. The reason 

was that, due to the economic situation, the number of concen-

tration notiications (90) and license decisions (4) in 2010 

turned out to be lower than initially projected. Final realization 

is 11,262,000.

The NMa’s receivables of 2010 (1137.3 million) and previous 

years are composed of ines imposed on undertakings, plus  

the legal interest accrued and minus the income. Objection  

and appeal procedures in several major cases have not yet been 

concluded, thereby postponing the obligation to pay. 

Reductions of ines and interest payments as a result of court 

rulings have already been included (for 2010 12.0 million). 

Fines plus the legal interest accrued in 2010 was 124.1 million. 

The NMa held bank guarantees worth 12,651,094 on  

December 31, 2010. 

The Ofice of Transport Regulation did not receive any ines  

in 2010. Consequently, there have been no transfers to IenM.

income  

Table 5 Income   
(in 3) 

Description Allocated 
budget 2010

Realization 
2010

Realization 
2009

NMa general (012) 0 300,679 229,574

Ofice of Energy 1,001

NMa ines – non-

construction industry 
16,600,000 14,030,198 7,178,771

NMa ines construc-

tion industry (010)
10,500,000 10,048,879 1,637,838

NMa fees (050) 1,470,000 1,262,216 1,197,000

Ofice of Energy 

Regulation contribu-

tion scheme (020)

3,129,000 3,125,549 2,853,749

total 31,699,000 28,767,520 13,097,933

*) Total High Trust. NMa is a part thereof.

outstanding debts and receivables 

Table 6 Outstanding debts and receivables NMa as of December 31, 2010  
(in 3)

Category 2010 2009

Construction 9,669,187 19,934,944

Energy 160,000 800,000

Bicycles 17,011,830 16,517,508

Mobile telecommunications 32,797,974 31,830,480

NH8 12,421,118 19,450,160

Public green 833,452 911,340

Home care 15,186,217 7,616,526

Shrimps 3,101,250 4,571,198

Newspapers 20,505,285  

Flour 81,633,000  

Other 25,999,900 6,026,194

Added to bankruptcy 227,296  

Fees 270,000  

total 219,816,509 107,658,349
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ii aaa Board of the Dutch competition 
authority

The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation 

allocates resources to the AAA for personnel costs by means of 

a budget letter.

pricing principles

All amounts are included at their nominal value.

The overexpenditure is the result of work-related arrangements 

made between EL&I and a former member of the Board of  

the NMa.

act on Disclosure of top income earners in publicly Funded 

Sectors (Wopt)

The WOPT Act, which came into effect on March 1, 2006, 

mandates the disclosure of incomes in government organiza-

tions and in other industries that are inanced by public funds, 

which are higher than the salary of Ministers. For the NMa,  

this relates to the incomes of the chairman of the Board. 

In 2010, Mr. Kalbleisch was remunerated on the basis of  

a non- civil service appointment as chairman of the Board.  

In total, this amounted to 1246,551. 

total 2010

Table 7 Realization versus budget  
(in 3)

Description Liabilities Expenditures

Budget letter 564,000 564,000

Realization 594,000 594,000

overexpenditure - 30,000 - 30,000

percentage - 5.3% - 5.3%
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third of the 2009 number. The number of applicants in 2010 has 

more than halved. In 2010, 91.1 per cent of the job openings have 

been illed within the three-month limit the NMa has set itself. 

It continues to be crucial for organizations as the NMa to attract 

high-quality staff and to keep them. That is why recruitment 

communication, employee development and education are top 

priorities. The NMa wants to be permanently visible, and will 

make careful selections from its range of recruitment instru-

ments, such as the internet, student events, in-house company 

days, and its staff’s personal networks. The use of recruitment 

agencies dropped considerably in 2010. Because of the  

signiicant reduction in job openings, only one NMasterclass  

for senior students was held in 2010, whereas two were held  

in 2008 and 2009 each.

The entire recruitment process (recruitment communication, 

job postings, selection, interviews, and hiring) will be evaluated, 

based on new developments and on experiences from the last 

three years. In 2011, this will result in a new approach to the 

recruitment process.

career development opportunities

Having a comprehensive selection of career development 

opportunities is an important criterion when choosing an 

employer (irst or new ones). Both young and experienced 

professionals, current and future employees attach great value 

to such opportunities. By underscoring their importance and by 

offering a good selection of opportunities, the NMa shows its 

ambition of being a good employer. In 2010, too, has there been 

much attention to career development opportunities of staff 

members and managers. The so-called NMa Academy helps 

and advises the departments, managers and employees with 

their questions on development and education. Following feed-

back and the irst experiences with the NMa Academy in 2009, 

its selection has now been revised and expanded. In 2010, many 

have taken advantage of the Academy’s trainings on offer. 

Speciically geared towards young and new case-handlers, the 

Young Professionals Program was launched in 2010. 

Working conditions and absenteeism 

The absentee rate in 2010 at the NMa was 4.4 per cent. 

Absence of less than six weeks was 1.98 per cent, while absence 

organization

On July 1, 2010, the former departments of Information 

Management and Administration, Finance, and Human 

Resources merged into the new Corporate Services Department. 

Op November 24, 2010, the Minister of Economic Affairs, 

Agriculture and Innovation informed Dutch Parliament of his 

intentions to explore options regarding a consolidation of the 

NMa, the Dutch Independent Post and Telecommunications 

Authority (OPTA) and the Dutch Consumer Authority (CA). 

Hr policy

Human Resource Management (HRM) is a unit of the Corporate 

Services Department. HRM is responsible for developing HR 

policy, and for drawing up recommendations thereon. A corner-

stone of the NMa’s HR policy is ‘Talent management’ – HRM 

supports management in the selection of talented employees, 

and in helping them hold on to their staff. In addition, HRM 

helps the NMa in creating career development opportunities for 

staff members, enabling them to fully help the NMa in realizing 

its ambitions. 

In the Board’s opinion, it is important that the NMa enforces  

a single HR policy in order to emphasize the NMa’s unity, and 

to stimulate the desired organizational culture. In that context, 

HRM in early 2010 suggested a strategy. The NMa directors 

decided on priorities to lesh out this single HR policy. As a 

result of these priorities, concrete plans have been launched 

with regard to career development, career advancement, recruit-

ment, and mentoring. 

inlow

The number of employees on December 31, 2010 was 428 (411.7 

fte). The utilization rate on that date was 99.5 per cent, based 

on actual contract work hours. The current administration’s 

program towards a leaner government, and the changing land-

scape of the jobs market have resulted in a very small inlow in 

2010. It has more than halved compared to 2009. Outlow, too, 

has continued to drop compared to 2009. Outlow in 2010 was 

not fully compensated with inlow in order to meet the cutback 

targets. The number of positions illed has thus been about one 

perSonneL
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exceeding six weeks was 2.41 per cent. These igures have 

slightly gone down compared to 2009 (4.7 per cent), but are 

still above the NMa’s desired level of 3.8 per cent. The NMa 

remains fully determined to bring these rates down. 

employee participation

In 2010, ive meetings between the Board and the NMa’s works 

council (OR) were held. In addition, informal meetings, too, 

have been held with to the NMa’s long-term strategy. The OR  

in 2010 was closely involved in the creation of the Corporate 

Services Department, the current administration’s program 

towards a leaner and more effective government, the NMa’s 

evaluation and remuneration policy, and the document manage-

ment system project. Furthermore, the OR was a staunch 

proponent of introducing a high-quality coffee machine in the 

Table 1: the NMa as employer

Critical success factor Monitoring instrument NMa’s desired level Realized in 2010 (FTEs)

Utilization-related igures Inlow 95 % 99.5 %

 Outlow – 7.6 %

 Employee utilization rate – 8.1 %

 Percentage of women in pay scale  

14 or higher

32 % 35.9 %

(52.6 % managerial position)

Male  / female ratio 50 % – 50 % 52.9  / 47.1 %

(51.5  / 48.5 % in # of people)

Recruitment-communication results Duration of vacancies 85 % within three months 91.1 %

 Participation in job fairs 12 times a year 9

 In-house company days at the 1 1

 Number of applicants – 656

Number of positions illed – 33

Training and development Percentage of income spent on 

education

3 % 2.9 %

Exit interviews Percentage of exit interviews held 75 % 77 %

Absenteeism Absentee rate Maximum 3.8 % 4.4 %

ofice cafeteria, which has turned out to be a tremendous 

success. Next to offering high-quality coffee, it also offers  

NMa employees the opportunity to mingle with co-workers. 

The NMa works council also keeps a close watch on develop-

ments outside of the NMa, including the creation of the new 

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation,  

and the plans to consolidate the NMa, the Dutch Independent 

Post and Telecommunications Authority (OPTA) and the Dutch 

Consumer Authority. The latter subject in particular will be a 

major one in 2011. One of the OR members sits on the depart-

mental works council of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

Agriculture and Innovation. The terms of the current members 

of the NMa works council will expire in April 2011.
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responsibilities and tests

This section has been set up in line with the structure of the 

Annual Report of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture 

and Innovation (formerly the Ministry of Economic Affairs).  

The Board of the NMa is responsible for the eficiency and  

effectiveness of the internal processes to ensure that the risks 

of non-realization of the objectives are optimally controlled.  

For the non-inancial processes, however, the internal processes 

and the applicable control measures can never fully guarantee 

that no signiicant defects will occur.

In order to meet this responsibility, a comprehensive system  

of instruments has been set up, covering planning, control  

and accountability (plans of action, monthly reports, quarterly 

reports, semi-annual reports, annual reports and meetings),  

HR policy (performance reviews, evaluations, personal develop-

ment plans, job descriptions, career development, education 

and training, workplace integrity policy, and individual plans  

of action), process descriptions (and evaluations thereof),  

and security (including information security).

Last but not least, decision-making takes place in Board meetings 

in a predetermined and structured manner. This means that, 

among other things, staff members who submit agenda items 

for Board meetings must cover the following items: ‘possible 

consequences/risks (personnel, inancial, social, political, 

administrative, etc.)’, ‘relationship with or dependence on other 

documents/processes’, ‘coordinated with…’ and ‘other opinions 

within the NMa.’

Legitimacy of the budget implementation

Based on the above, we declare that the internal processes have 

eficiently and effectively led to the realization of objectives, to 

the creation of policy information, and to a good level of inancial 

and material management. 

The internal audits, the inspections by the Audit Department, 

and the supervision by the Financial Economic Affairs depart-

ment of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and 

Innovation have revealed that there have been no unlawful  

acts of any signiicance with respect to liabilities, expenditure, 

income and the trial balance. In our opinion, this suficiently 

guarantees the legitimacy of the liabilities, expenditure, income 

and trial balance. In addition, there were no indications or  

allegations of fraud in 2010 that should have been internally 

notiied of under the ‘Regulation on the Implementation of  

EZ Integrity policy’. 

obstacles to the realization  
of the objectives 

Over the past year, the NMa faced a number of obstacles that 

made it dificult to realize the objectives. Wherever possible, 

these were overcome using the abovementioned instruments: 

• The absentee rate was 4.3% in 2010, lower than in 2009 

(4.7%). It is above the desired level of 3.8%. This means that 

less capacity was available than planned.

• Hiring and retaining qualiied and specialist employees  

(particularly at a senior level) is an organization-wide problem. 

The main reason is the competitiveness of the beneits and 

perquisites of, among others, the private sector and other 

regulators. Outlow in 2010 was lower than in 2009, although 

it should be noted that expertise in competition law and  

regulation remains scarce in the present job market. Senior 

NMa employees are sought-after individuals on the job  

market. This means that new employees need to be trained 

and educated.

• In 2010, the Board decided to suspend the introduction of  

a document management system until the new structure  

of the corporate services department has been completed. 

The necessary steps have been taken to ensure that the 

knowledge and experience that has been obtained is saved. 

evaluation

When the NMa was awarded its Autonomous Administrative 

Authority (AAA) status on July 1, 2005, lawmakers wanted  

the NMa’s work and operations be evaluated after ive years. 

Commissioned in 2010 by the Minister of Economic Affairs  

in 2010, the KWINK group and Delft University of Technology 

carried out the evaluation. On October 7, 2010, the Minister 

BUSineSS  
operationS 2010
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sent the evaluation’s results to Dutch Parliament. The evaluation 

concluded that the Board was able to continue the upward 

trend, which the Netherlands Court of Audit had already noted 

in 2007. According to the evaluation, the NMa is a learning  

and innovative organization, scoring positively on virtually all 

aspects that were evaluated (eficiency and effectiveness). With 

regard to eficiency and effectiveness, the NMa has achieved  

its goal of making markets work better, by making considerable 

efforts towards that end. In addition, the report underscores 

that the NMa has been able to become better and better at 

reaping the beneits of cooperation with other organizations, 

including other regulators, both domestic and international ones. 

General competition oversight and sector-speciic regulation, 

tasks the NMa has been charged with, have contributed to 

these results, both working in tandem as well as boosting each 

other’s effects. The evaluation also notes that if the NMa is 

charged additional tasks without any statutory changes, it may 

come at the expense of non-statutory tasks. However, these are 

tasks that the public greatly appreciates. 

improving business operations

• The creation of the Corporate Services Department has 

resulted in improved process control and more professional 

business operations, relected by a product and service  

catalog, improved project management, timekeeping, and 

approach uniformity. 

• In 2010, much attention was given to strategic HR policies, 

aimed at improved control of employee inlow and outlow, 

and of career development. Leadership aspects are also 

included in these policies, a crucial element for good people 

management. Various development activities are offered to 

help NMa managers be fully prepared for their leadership 

roles. This policy’s progress is discussed every quarter in the 

so-called BraVO group, which discusses centrally all aspects 

related to business operations, and which makes central 

assessments. 

• In 2010, the NMa Academy continued to expand. The Academy 

council has decided to increase the selection of trainings for 

more target groups. Particular focus is given to programs in 

which specialist knowledge is improved. In 2010, the Young 

Professional Program was started, which gives new employees 

a complete and in-house training covering the entire spectrum 

of the NMa’s activities. The selection of trainings for staff 

members of non-core business processes will be revised, too. 

Finally, the NMa, together with Nijenrode Business University, 

the Netherlands Authority of the Financial Markets (AFM) 

and the Dutch central bank (DNB), are looking into a post-

graduate program ‘Regulatory Staff Members’. 

• By now, all NMa staff members and managers have been 

informed about the changes due to the launch of P-Direkt,  

the new employee-self-service software. The NMa’s authori-

zation regulations, among other things, had to be adjusted  

in late 2010 for P-Direkt to work correctly. P-Direkt became 

operational in February 2011.

• The ultimate goal of a single ofice building for all NMa 

employees was almost achieved in 2010. By now, all NMa 

departments but the archive are housed in the Zurich  

Tower, thereby realizing a more eficient operation, as well  

as facilitating clearer and more effective communication.  

The archive is expected to move to the Zurich Tower in 2011.

 

The Hague, 19 april  

Pieter Kalbleisch

Chairman of the Board of the NMa
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Status jaarrekening

De samengevatte jaarrekening van de NMa over 2010 zoals 

opgenomen in dit jaarverslag, is gebaseerd op het departementale 

jaarverslag 2010 van het Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 

Landbouw en Innovatie en de interne jaarrekening van de NMa 

over 2010. De Algemene Rekenkamer, die het departementale 

jaarverslag jaarlijks onderzoekt, zal op de derde woensdag in 

mei haar oordeel hierover in een rapport aan de Staten-Generaal 

aanbieden. In dit rapport kunnen opmerkingen worden gemaakt 

over het inanciële beheer en/of de jaarrekening van de NMa. 

De Auditdienst van het Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 

Landbouw en Innovatie heeft deze interne jaarrekening in het 

kader van de controle, bedoeld in artikel 66 van de 

Comptabiliteitswet, gecontroleerd en hierbij een goedkeurende 

verklaring verstrekt.

controleverklaring Van De onafhankelijke 
accountant

Aan: de voorzitter van de Raad van Bestuur van het ZBO NMa 

De in het hoofdstuk Financiën van dit jaarverslag opgenomen 

samengevatte jaarrekening, bestaande uit: 

• de staten van verplichtingen, uitgaven en ontvangsten met  

de inanciële toelichtingen daarbij;

• de posten van de saldibalans van de NMa per 31 december 

2010 met de toelichting daarbij;

• de in dit Jaarverslag in de bedrijfsvoeringparagraaf opgenomen 

passage over de comptabele rechtmatigheid en de getrouwe 

weergave van de uitkomsten van de begrotingsuitvoering  

over 2010

is ontleend aan het gecontroleerde departementale jaarverslag 

2010 van het Ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en 

Innovatie en de gecontroleerde interne jaarrekening van de NMa 

over 2010 per 17 maart 2011. Wij hebben een goedkeurend 

oordeel verstrekt bij het departementale jaarverslag en de interne 

jaarrekening in onze controleverklaringen van respectievelijk  

15 en 17 maart 2011. Desbetreffende jaarrekening en deze samen-

vatting daarvan, bevatten geen weergave van gebeurtenissen 

die hebben plaatsgevonden sinds de datum van onze controle-

verklaring van 17 maart 2011.

aUDitorS’ 
certiFicateS

De samengevatte jaarrekening bevat niet alle toelichtingen  

die zijn vereist op basis van de Comptabiliteitswet 2001 en de 

daaruit voortvloeiende regelgeving. Het kennisnemen van de 

samengevatte jaarrekening kan derhalve niet in de plaats treden 

van het kennisnemen van het departementale jaarverslag van 

het ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie 

en de gecontroleerde interne jaar rekening van de NMa. 

Verantwoordelijkheid van het bestuur

Het bestuur is verantwoordelijk voor het opstellen van een 

samenvatting van de gecontroleerde jaarrekening in over een-

stemming met de grondslagen zoals beschreven in de 

Comptabiliteitswet 2001.

Verantwoordelijkheid van de accountant

Onze verantwoordelijkheid is het geven van een oordeel over de 

samengevatte jaarrekening op basis van onze werkzaamheden, 

uitgevoerd in overeenstemming met Nederlands Recht, waar-

onder de Nederlandse Standaard 810, ‘Opdrachten om te 

rapporteren betreffende samengevatte inanciële overzichten’. 

oordeel

Naar ons oordeel is de samengevatte jaarrekening in alle  

van materieel belang zijnde aspecten consistent met het  

gecontroleerde departementale jaarverslag van het ministerie 

van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie en de gecon-

troleerde interne jaarrekening van de NMa per 17 maart 2011  

en in overeen stemming met de grondslagen zoals beschreven 

in de Comptabiliteitswet 2001.

Den Haag, 19 april 2011

Auditdienst ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw  

en Innovatie

was getekend   was getekend

P.H.M. Verschoore RA  W. Schellekens RA
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Status jaarrekening

De samengevatte jaarrekening van het ZBO NMa over 2010 

zoals opgenomen in dit jaarverslag, is gebaseerd op het departe-

mentale jaarverslag 2010 van het Ministerie van Economische 

Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie en de interne jaarrekening van 

het ZBO NMa over 2010. De Algemene Rekenkamer, die het 

departementale jaarverslag jaarlijks onderzoekt, zal op de derde  

woensdag in mei haar oordeel hierover in een rapport aan de 

Staten-Generaal aanbieden. In dit rapport kunnen opmerkingen 

worden gemaakt over het inanciële beheer en/of de jaarrekening 

van het ZBO NMa. De Auditdienst van het Ministerie van 

Economische Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie heeft deze interne 

jaarrekening in het kader van de controle, bedoeld in artikel 66 

van de Comptabiliteitswet, gecontroleerd en hierbij een goed-

keurende verklaring verstrekt.

controleverklaring Van De onafhankelijke 
accountant

Aan: de voorzitter van de Raad van Bestuur van het ZBO NMa 

De in het hoofdstuk Financiën van dit jaarverslag opgenomen 

samengevatte jaarrekening, bestaande uit: 

• de staten van verplichtingen en uitgaven met de inanciële 

toelichtingen daarbij;

• de in dit Jaarverslag in de bedrijfsvoeringparagraaf opgenomen 

passage over de comptabele rechtmatigheid en de getrouwe 

weergave van de uitkomsten van de begrotingsuitvoering over 

2010

is ontleend aan het gecontroleerde departementale jaarverslag 

2010 van het Ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en 

Innovatie en de gecontroleerde interne jaarrekening van het ZBO 

NMa over 2010 per 17 maart 2011. Wij hebben een goedkeurend 

oordeel verstrekt bij het departementale jaarverslag en de interne 

jaarrekening in onze controleverklaringen van respectievelijk  

15 en 17 maart 2011. Desbetreffende jaarrekening en deze samen-

vatting daarvan, bevatten geen weergave van gebeurtenissen 

die hebben plaatsgevonden sinds de datum van onze controle-

verklaring van 17 maart 2011. 

De samengevatte jaarrekening bevat niet alle toelichtingen  

die zijn vereist op basis van de Comptabiliteitswet 2001 en de 

daaruit voortvloeiende regelgeving. Het kennisnemen van de 

samengevatte jaarrekening kan derhalve niet in de plaats treden 

van het kennisnemen van het departementale jaarverslag van 

het ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie 

en de gecontroleerde interne jaarrekening van het ZBO NMa. 

Verantwoordelijkheid van het bestuur

Het bestuur is verantwoordelijk voor het opstellen van een 

samenvatting van de gecontroleerde jaarrekening in overeen-

stemming met de grondslagen zoals beschreven in de 

Comptabiliteitswet 2001.

Verantwoordelijkheid van de accountant

Onze verantwoordelijkheid is het geven van een oordeel over de 

samengevatte jaarrekening op basis van onze werkzaamheden, 

uitgevoerd in overeenstemming met Nederlands Recht, waaronder 

de Nederlandse Standaard 810, ‘Opdrachten om te rapporteren 

betreffende samengevatte inanciële overzichten’. 

oordeel

Naar ons oordeel is de samengevatte jaarrekening in alle van 

materieel belang zijnde aspecten consistent met het gecontro-

leerde departementale jaarverslag van het ministerie van 

Economische Zaken, Landbouw en Innovatie en de gecontroleerde 

interne jaarrekening van het ZBO NMa per 17 maart 2011 en in 

overeenstemming met de grondslagen zoals beschreven in de 

Comptabiliteitswet 2001.

Den Haag, 19 april 2011

Auditdienst ministerie van Economische Zaken, Landbouw  

en Innovatie

was getekend   was getekend

P.H.M. Verschoore RA  W. Schellekens RA
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Product Norm  
(days)

Norm 
(percentage)

2006 
Realization

2007 
Realization

2008 
Realization

2009 
Realization

2010 
Realization

Cartel and abuse cases (from investigation till 

sanction) 
1

588 90 % 31 % 0 % 25 % 86 %  58 %
 3

Antitrust investigation with enforcement product * 336 (365) 90 % 50 % 64 % 60 % 38 % 64 %

Investigation without enforcement product 
2

175 (180) 90 % 76 % 79 % 81 % 71 % 78 %

Notiication of concentration 28 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Request for exemption of waiting period  

(Section 40)
15 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Concentration License 91 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Complaint under Section 71 Railway Act 61 100 % 0 % 100 % 86 %

Dispute settlement (Electricity Act, Gas Act) 120 (91) 75 % (90 %) 71 % 66 % 72 % 63 % 73 %

Sanction under Competition Act (Sections 6  

and 24)*
252 75 % 16 % 40 % 71 % 88 % 38 % 

3

Sanction under Electricity Act and Gas Act 91 (84) 75 % 100 % 67 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Sanction for non-cooperation/non-notiication 91 (84) 100 % (75 %) 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Objection Competition (without objection  

from advisory committee)
210 90 % 67 % 49 % 64 % 93 % 60 %

Objection Competition (with objection from 

advisory committee)
252 75 % 42 % 40 % 50 % 56 % 38 %

 3

Objection in connection with Electricity Act or 

Gas Act
140 75 % 53 % 25 % 50 % 43 % 37 % 

4

Sanction under any of the transport-related acts 91 75 % 0 % 75 %

Objection under any of the transport-related acts 140 75 % 100 % 100 % 100 %

Request under Public Access to Government 

Information Act
56 75 % 49 % 58 % 43 % 82 %

 

appenDiX

1 The category ‘cartel and abuse cases’ has been added  
for reasons of international comparison, but does not 
represent an actual, separate core process of the NMa. 
Lead time is comprised of lead time of some of the 
investigations with enforcement products (those with  
a ine) and the category ‘Sanction under Competition 
Act’ (see *).     
     

2 These are investigations that will be suspended. These 
include complaints that have been withdrawn or  
rejected (the latter usually happens within 56 days).  
 

3 This drop is primarily due to a concurrence of circums-
tances (known to the parties involved) related to other 

procedures, within and/or outside of the NMa, and 
involvement of non-Dutch parties (making translations 
necessary). This dependency resulted in lead times 
exceeding the norm, which is based on independent 
procedures in Dutch.    
     

4 Based on its Method decision (valid for three years), and 
for each network operator, the NMa issues a so-called 
x-factor decision, as well as three annual tariff decisions. 
Any objections can only be addressed once the Method 
decision’s validity has been established. Lead times are 
thus extended. In the future, the NMa will use a different 
method by handling objections directly, so that parties 
will receive a inal opinion from the NMa more quickly.

Empty cells indicate that this 

type of product has not been 

completed yet or that the 

instrument has not been used. 

   

Norm times in brackets are 

old, internally used norms 

that have been changed.  

The number of days is in 

calendar days.   

 

Table 1 Lead times NMa
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